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' 1.0 SUMMARY
Significantdifferencesexistin the noisegeneratedby enginesin
flightand enginesoperatingon the test stand.It has been observed
thatthesedifferencesare reducedby the use of an InflowControl
Structurein the statictestconfiguration.It is the purposeof this
contract(NASl-15085)to producea designsystemfor inflowcontrol
structures.This interimreportdescribestheresultsof the develop-
ment of the analyticalmodelsrequiredfor this designsystem.
Characteristicsof the fan inflowfieldare discussedbasedon observa-
tionsof fan blademountedpressuretransducerand inflowhotfilm
data.Modelswere developedto studythe effectof flowcontractionand
screeningon inflowdistortions,to describethe acousticcharacteris-
tics- transmissionlossand directivitychange- of honeycomband per-
foratedplate,and to assessexperimentallythe directivitychangedue
to a cornerbetweenhoneycombpanels.
The primaryresultsof thisstudyare:
o The distortionsin the engineinflowfieldduringstaticoperation
are due to atmosphericturbulence,the nacelleboundarylayer,
exhaustflow reingestion,and flow overstandstructure,the
groundplaneand the enginecasing.The dominantfactorsdependon
the configurationand ambientconditions.
o For the JT9Dengineon the PWA teststand,the dominantfactorin
the distortionfieldis flow overstandstructureand ground
effects.
o Flow contractionsuppresses,initially,turbulentaxial velocity
distortionsand magnifiesturbulenttransversevelocity distor-
tions.
o Perforatedplate and gauze screenspreferentiallysuppressthe
axial componentsof both steady and turbulentvelocity distortions
to a degree determinedby the screen pressure loss coefficient.
o Honeycombscreenspreferentiallysuppressthe transversecom-
ponentsof both steadyand turbulentvelocitydistortions,to a
degreedeterminedby the lengthto diameterratioof the honey-
comb.Valuesof thisratioas smallas 2 or 3 producelargereduc,
tionsin the transversecomponents.
o Thereis an observedtendencyto isotropyin turbulentvelocity
fields.Thisrelievesthe anisotropyof the turbulentfieldfound
downstreamof screensand limitsthe distortionof turbulence
fieldsimposedby flowcontraction.
o The acoustictransmissionlossof perforatedplateis controlled
by the reactanceof its acousticimpedance.A criterionis given
for designof perforatedplateshavinga transmissionlossless
than l dB in the frequencyrangeof interest.
o The acoustictransmissionlossof lowsolidityhoneycombscreens
is negligiblefor the externalhemisphericaldesignof inflowcon-
trol structures.
o A modelfor the directionchangedue to a cornerbetweenhoneycomb
panelsis comparedto measureddataand the comparisonis good.
Basedon thesestudies,certainqualitativedesigncriteriahave been
identified.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
Reduction of jet engine noise levels is a continuingevolutionarypro-
cess which has resulted in significantnoise reductionsince the advent
of the original commercialjet aircraft in the early 1950's. Engine
noise reductionfeatures are usuallyverified by means of static or
flight testing. Since the cost of flight testing is much greaterthan
that of static testing,use of the lattertechniqueresults in signifi-
cantly lower costs being accrued to the developmentof engine noise
reductionfeatures.As such, the use of statictesting techniques
should be fully exploited.The purpose of this contract is to develop,
for turbofan engines, statictesting techniquesthat result in measure-
ments of fan noise that are representativeof inflight levels.
It has beennotedby variousobserversthat the noiseproducedby the
fan of turbofanenginesoperatingstaticallyon the test standis
greaterthanthat producedwhen the engineis operating.underflight
conditions.Thismay be a resultof bothfan bladepasslngtone and
broadbandlevelsbeingcontaminatedby extraneousnoisesourcespresent
duringstatictesting.As a consequence,predictionsof flightnoise
levelsusingstaticdataare consistentlyhigh.A no less important
ramificationisthat flightnoisesourcescannotbe identifiedfrom
noisemeasurementsfrom staticallyoperatingengines.Correspondingly
noisereductiontechniquescannotbe evaluatedon the teststandin the
presenceof a contaminatingnoisefloor.To identifythe sourceof ex-
traneousnoiseit is necessaryto notethat,statically,the fan inter-
actswith a more distortedinflowfieldthan it doeswhen in flight.
Thereare severaldistinctcharacteristicsof the inflowfieldthat are
quite differentwhenthe engineis operatingstatically,each of which
couldproduceextraneousnoise.
Firstly,the ambientatmosphericturbulencefieldin the vicinityof
the groundismore turbulent han at higheraltitudes.In addition,
this turbulencefieldis convectedthrougha veryhighflowcontraction
whenthe engineis operatingstatically,whereas,in flight,the turbu-
lencefieldconvectsthrougha verysmallcontractionon itsway to the
fan.This highflowcontractionin the staticcaseresultsin a distor-
tionof thefieldin whichthe "eddies"are "stretched",then "chopped"
by successivefan blades,producing"bursts"of discretenoisethat are
virtuallyabsentin theflightoperationof the engine.
Secondly,in the static case, there exists stand structureand a ground
planethat are sourcesof flow disturbances.Engine ingestedair passes
over the stand structureand the ground resultingin vortices and wakes
in the inflowfield. Enginecase protuberancescan also generate
ingestibledistortions.Usuallythese sourcesof distortiondo not
exist inflightsince the air ingested into an engine has not passed
over any boundaries.
Thirdly,the nacelleboundarylayerisdifferentduringstaticopera-
tionsof the engine.In flight,at takeoffand approachconditions,air
is drawnintothe enginethrougha streamtubeforwardof the engine,
whichis slightlylargerthanthe fan, causingthe locusof the stagna-
tion pointsto be nearthe leadingedge of the nacelle.In staticop-
eration,however,air is ingestedfrom a much widerstreamtubecausing
the stagnationlocusto move rearwardon the outsideof theflightna-
celle.The accelerationof the flowfrom thisstagnationlocusaround
the lipregionproduceshigherlocalvelocitiesthanthat occuringin
flightandconsequently,a largeradversepressuregradientalongthe
nacelleinnerwall thanthatwhichis encounteredinflight.The bound-
arylayerthen becomesthickerin this regionandmay even separate
(theuseof bellmouthinletsduringstatictestingis an attemptto
alleviatethis situation).Due to thesedifferencesin boundarylayers,
the areaof thefan tip that is affectedby the boundarylayerduring
staticoperationis probablylarger.The nacelleboundarylayerin
staticoperationis alsoaffectedby the presenceof free streamflow
distortionswhichcan locallyperturbit. It seemsprobable,then,that
the nacelleboundarylayergeneratedby staticoperationof theengine
constitutesa largerflow disturbancethan its flightcounterpartand
thus couldbe a causeof highernoiselevels.
Finally, since it is possiblefor the flow to be drawn from all angles
by an engine on the test stand, turbulentflows from the jet plume may
be reingested.This distortionsource is not present in flight.These
disturbances(i.e.,atmosphericturbulence,ground plane and stand in-
duced distortions,dissimilarnacelle boundarylayer and jet plume re-
ingestion)are consideredto be the most importantextraneousnoise
sourcesin static engine operation.In order to obtain useful static
acousticdata, therefore,it is necessaryto developtechniqueswhich
modify the inflow field so that, for all intents and purposes,the fan
is operatingas it would in flight. In the past, various techniquesfor
accomplishingthis simulationhave been used, includingmounting en-
gines in wind tunnels and using devices upstream of the fan to condi-
tion the inflow.Inflow Control Structures(ICS) for conditioningthe
flow have been mounted upstreamof the engine by several investigators.
A boundarylayer suction system has also been used in conjunctionwith
a screen.Both of these techniqueshave resulted in reduced radiated
noise levels, indicatingthe reductionof inflow distortion.
In viewof the encouragingresultsachievedby the use of ICS's,the
presentcontractwas awardedfor the purposeof developingan inflow
controlscreendesignprocedureanda flightnoisepredictionprocedure
usingdatagatheredfromthe statictestingof enginesequippedwith
sucha structure.The use of windtunnels,or othertechniquesfor sim-
ulatingthe flightenvironmentare not consideredunderthis contract.
In addition,the problemof nacelleboundarylayermodificationis not
addressedunderthiscontract,but is certainlyan importantareafor
futurework.Themajorcomponentsof the contractare:
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PhaseI Definitionof AtmosphericTurbulenceCharacteristicsand
EngineSensitivityStudy.
PhaseII Developmentof InflowControlStructure(ICS)Preliminary
DesignSystem.
PhaseIII InterimProceduresReportDevelopmentand Coordination.
This interimreportdescribesthe analyticalmodelsdevelopedby the
contractorthat describethe physicalprocessesinvolvedin the passage
of distortionsand turbulencethroughcontractionand screeningand
propagationof soundthroughscreens.Thesemodelswere developedunder
PhaseII,TasksA, C, D and E of the contract.
The reportcontainsa briefsurveyof the literaturerelevantto inflow
controlscreensfollowedby a discussionof the variousdesignconsid-
erations,bothacousticandaerodynamic.Next,in orderthatthe upwash
velocityfieldat the fan facemay be quantifiedusingblademounted
pressuretransducer(BMT)data,the relationshipbetweenthe unsteady
velocityfieldat the fan face and the pressurefieldat a pointon a
bladeis discussed.(Thescreendesignsystemwill be assessedusing
this informationin a subsequentportionof the contract).The analyti-
cal modelsof the effectsof a screenandflow contractionon both
steadyand unsteadyflowdistortionsare described.The acousticchar-
acteristicsof the screencomponents(includingthe transmissionloss
throughthe screenmaterialandthe directivitychangesdue to screen
discontinuities)are thenconsidered,followedby an experimentalver-
ificationof the directivitymodel.
3.0 SYMBOLS
A Screen attenuationfactor
_L Defined in Section I0.0
O, Characteristicdimension
_o Speed of sound
B Screen process
b
Defined in Section 7.0
Wake width
Contractionprocess
Cc Contractioncoefficient
Cz) Drag coefficient
C Fresnel integral
C Integration path
Z) Length of contraction
d Effectivediameterof honeycomb
d Distance betweenE-planes
_" Constant in Section 7.0
el_e?_e3 Componentsof diagonalstrain tensor
f Velocityone dimensionalpower spectraldensity
,_ Fouriertransformof velocityfield
Frequency
G Geometricscreen parameter
H Hankel function
_-{ Defined in Section8.0
Plate separation
3.0 Symbols (Cont'd)
7" Intensity
_71/,_2 Integrals
Defined in AppendixC
K Screen pressure loss coefficient
Defined in Section 8.0
Wavenumber
L Length scale
Thickness of honeycomb or screen
_l Contraction ratio
Characteristic length in turbulence
M Mach number
rn Defined in Appendix G
/vz Filtering process
/7 Index
P Pressure power spectral density
m Acoustic pressure amplitude
Instantaneous acoustic pressure
(_ Dynamic head
_ _ Cylindrical coordinate system
Reynolds number
#_ Resistive part of screen acoustic impedance
_T Position vector
Sears response function
S Fresnel integral
Screen solidity
?
3.0 Symbols (Cont'd)
7- BMT responsefunction
"/" Defined in Section IO.O
I_ Time
___ Mean velocity
iX Acoustic particle velocityamplitude
_X Instaneousunsteadyvelocity
_/ Total velocity
V Distortionvelocityfield
V Fan face distortionvelocityfield
_/ Defined in Appendix F
Distance downstreamof rod
_X Positionvector
Impedance
Complex number
a Screen flow angle ratio
Screen corner angle
F Three dimensional velocity spectrum tensor
Blade relative mean flow angle
(} End correction
E Small distance
Phase difference
/7 Lumley'sRMS velocityratio
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3.0 Symbols (Cont'd)
Angle
Post contraction wavenumber
}, Wavelength
/I/,/12,/ls Mean squared velocity component ratios
v Kinematicviscosity
,_. Distance
P Air density
a Open area ratio
Unsteady velocity potential
Reactive part of screen impedance
Stream function
Total vorticity
Unsteady vorticity
(# Radial frequency
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Subscripts:
A Pre, contraction or screen
(2 Atmospheric turbulence
B Post, contraction or screen
h Stand structure induced
C IeS induced (5.0), Honeycomb ce 11 ( E)
d Inlet induced
F In flight
I Incident
.- Denotes velocity componentJ.
-f Denotes wavenumber component
, Lower
n Upwash
R Reflected
S Statically
S Screen
r Transmitted
t Total
u Upper
____________n~ m_n_
4.0 BACKGROUNDAND LITERATUREREVIEW
It has longbeenknownthatthe flightand statictestenvironmentsof
an engineare different.For instance,in 1966,SofrinandMcCann(1)
recognizedthe existenceof noisegenerationmechanismspeculiarto
groundoperationof an engine.They identified"naturalatmosphericair
currents"and groundvorticesas causesof inflowdistortionthat,upon
interactionwith a rotor,producenoise.Theyalso surmisedthatthe
inflowintoa fan in flightwas not distortionfree,but probablyhad a
differentdistortionflowfieldthanwhichexistedduringstatic
testing.
Subsequently,evidenceaccumulated(2,3, 4, 5, 6) that showednot only
were staticand flightinflowdistortionsdifferent,but thatthe sta-
tic distortionfieldgeneratednoiselevels,especiallybladepassing
tonelevels(andpossiblyits harmonics)thatwere significantly
greaterthanthosegeneratedin flight.However,whilethe sourceof
the extraneousstaticnoiseis generallyascribedto the more disturbed
inflowfield,the particulardistortiontyperesponsibleis not clearly
defined.For example,CumpstyandLowrie(2) producedresultsthat in-
dicatedthat boundarylayerchangeswere importantat relativetip Mach
numberslessthan .85.In the flowoutsidethe boundarylayer,they
suggestthat distortionsproducedby the contractionof the ambient
atmosphericturbulencefieldare important.Hanson's(7,8, g) measure-
mentsof inletflowfieldsare explainedby that authoralsoas the
resultof contractionof the atmosphericturbulence,although,in some
situations,he alsoidentifiesdistortionsdueto flow over stand
structure.Distortionshavealsobeendetectedthatwere generatedby
protuberanceson the exteriornacellecasing(lO).Earlierwork by
PovinelliandDittmar(ll)identifiedistortionsof the inflowby the
installationstructure.Hodder(12)examinedamongotherthings,the
noisegeneratedby a JTI5Dat two heightsfromthe ground,andfound
the groundvortexinteractingwiththe rotorto be a significant
source.RecentP&WA/Boeingexperienceunderthe JointNoiseReduction
Program(JNRP)indicatesthat on a full sizetest stand,groundef-
fects,standstructureand possiblyatmosphericturbulencecontribute
to inflowdistortions.The abovereviewindicatesthat anyor all of
the distortionsourcescan existbut to a varyingdegreedependingon
the detailsof the teststandconfiguration.
In orderto developa designsystemfor ICS's,it is necessaryto quan-
tifythe effectsof contractionand screeningon inflowdistortions
that are convectedintoan engineinletduringstatictesting.Wind
tunneldesignershave usedscreensto suppressflow distortions,and as
a resulta bodyof literaturehasevolveddescribingthe effectsof
screeningon flow distortions.For example,Prandtl(16)had longago
_ determinedthatwindtunnelflowscouldbe made steadierwith gauze
screensand honeycomb.He,and laterCollar(17),and Batchelor(18)
had attemptedanalysesof the phenomenon.However,it was Taylorand
Batchelor(19)who deriveda solutionof smallflow perturbations
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convectedthrougha gauze screen.They showed how two characteristics
of the screen determinethe degree of turbulenceof steady distortion
suppression.These are the pressure loss coefficientand the flow de-
flectionratio (the amount of turning of the flow caused by the gauze).
Honeycomb,as shown by Lumley (20) acts in a similarmanner. A signifi-
cant factor in the use of screensfor flow distortionsuppressionin
wind tunnels is the considerationof the turbulenceand distortions
generatedby the suppressingscreens themselves.To minimize self gen-
erated turbulenceand flow distortions,combinationsof honeycomband
screeninghave been used (See for example, (21)).The body of litera-
ture describedin this paragraphwas used as the basis for developing
the models describedherein,which accountfor screen effects on turbu-
lence and steady distortions.
The effects of contractionon turbulenceand steady distortionhave
also been addressedin the literature,again motivated by the need for
understandingthese phenomenain the design of wind tunnels.Models for
the effects of contractionwere developedby Prandtl (16), Taylor (35),
Ribner and Tucker (37), Batchelorand Proudman (38), and Pearson (39).
These authorsanalyzedthe problem using differingassumptions(See
detailed discussionin section7.2). Experimentalresults have also
been reported in the literature,e.g., Townsend (42), Uberoi (38),
Hussein and Ramjee (41) and Reynolds (43). Experimentalresultshave
been limitedto contractionratios that are small compared to those
encounteredin staticengine operation.Comparisonsof existingmodels
with the availabledata show poor agreement.Postulatedreasonsfor the
discrepanciescited in the literatureare discussedin section7.2. In
order to define contractioneffectsfor the ICS design system required
for this contract,the analyticalresults of the cited referenceswill
be used as a basis for the contractionmodel, and the resultsof the
test program (Phase II, Task F) will be used to empiricallycorrect the
models. This interimreport will describethe analyticaldevelopmentof
the models.
Most publishedwork to date on the use of screensto better simulate
fan inflowfields for fan tests has been performedusing model scale
fans. The ICS's tested to date have been performedusing model scale
fans. These ICS's have been of the in-ducttype and the externally
mountedhemispherical type. The in-ductscreen has consistedof either
a honeycombpanel mounted upstreamof the rotor (12, 22, 23) or mul-
tiple gauze screensat the inlet entrance (4) (It should be noted that
the tests conductedby Jones et al was not a model test, but was con-
ducted on a JTI5D, a small turbofan,at a test stand).
All except Leggat and Siddon observed a reductionin tone level, how-
ever, these investigatorsdid note a change in blade loadingcaused by
the suppressionof transversevelocitiesin a ground vortex. Suppres-
sion of this vortex nearer its stagnationpoint resulted in noise re-
ductions.In conjunctionwith the noise reduction,Hodder (12) observed
a reductionin axial length scale,as determinedby making auto
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correlations of the hot wire signal obtained at the fan face. Hodder
ascribed the noise reduction to a change in length scale caused by the
screen. However, Jones, et al, (23) demonstrated that honeycomb screens
mounted in the inlet duct have a substantial acoustic transmission loss
associ ated with them, so there is some questi on as to the reason for
the noise reductions when the screens are mounted in the inlet, i.e.,
are they due to source noise reduction, transmission loss across the
screen, or a combination of both?
The externally mounted hemispherical screens do not suffer from this
problem of acoustic transmission loss to any great degree (27). In gen-
eral, all screens of this type (13, 14, 23, 28, 29, 30) produced a sig-
nificant reduction in tone noise, at subsonic relative tip Mach numbers,
whether in the anechoic chamber, wind tunnel or on the test stand. The
unsteadiness of the tone also decreased. These reductions were also ob-
serve d wi th P&WA/Boei ng JNRP screens mounted in front of a JT9D on the
test stand. This noise reducti on was accompani ed by a reducti on in tur-
bulence level and scale. Only Shaw, et a1, (13) show results in con-
flict with the scale reduction, but in this case, the screen was tested
ina rectangular wi nd tunnel that was not much 1arger in hei ght than
the screen diameter. This situation could result in distortions gener-
ated by the screen itself. Based on this review of existing experience
with inflow control structures, there appears to be a consensus that
use of rcs's during static testing does result in a better simulation
of flight fan noise generation mechanisms.
While universal screen design criteria have not yet been determined,
certai n desi rab1e characteri sti cs have emerged based on the 1iterature
reviewed. These characteristics are summarized below:
o The minimization of acoustic transmission loss is enhanced by use
of external ICS·s as opposed to use of ICS's mounted in the engine
i nl et.
o Distortion suppression, primarily of transverse velocities, is
effected by use of honeycomb. Honeycomb characteristics suggested
by Ho, et al, (31) are that a length to diameter ratio of 5 to 10
is necessary. However, Ginder (32) shows that increasing this
ratio beyond 2 does not improve disturbance suppression. This
latter view is born out, in some degree, by Prandtl (15).
o Axial velocity distortion suppression by use of gauzes or screens
because of their relatively high pressure loss coefficients.
o Distortions generated by honeycomb structure can be suppressed by
use of gauzes mounted downstream of the honeycomb, as suggested by
the work in references (13), (21), (31) and (32).
o Gauzes, screens, and perforated plates can be mounted upstream of
the honeycomb to protect it from damage by incoming debris.
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o Inflow control devices should be designed to avoid large struc-
tural members and discontinuities (as noted by Lowrie and Newby
(21) and PWA/Boeing experience) since they can give rise to self
generated distortions entering the fan.
As can be seen from the above review of the literature, the feasibility
has been shown of using an inflow control structure during static test-
ing to effect a better simulation of the fan inflight flow field. Cer-
tain desirable characteristics of ICS designs have been identified, but
as yet, a design procedure does not exist. Additionally, models des-
cribing the effects of screening and contraction on steady wake and
turbulence distortion exist, although verifying test data for contrac-
tion ratios of the size encountered in static testing of fans does not
exist. Additionally, there is only limited data on the effects of
screening. Accordingly, the objective of the subject contract is to
develop a procedure for design of ICS's by developing appropriate ana-
lytical models of screening, contraction and acoustic transmission ef-
fects and to provide the data required to empirically verify and/or
correct these models.
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5.0 INFLOWCONTROLSTRUCTUREDESIGNCONSIDERATIONS
The inflow control screen has to perform the function of suppression,
in some degree, of ambient flow distortions. It has to fulfill this
requirement in such a manner that it does not itself produce signifi-
cant flow distortions and such that the acoustic data, gathered when
using it, is meaningful. Furthermore, the inflow control screen should
not significantly affect the engine operating line. The criteria speci-
fying the suppression, generation and acoustic effects of the inflow
control screen are examined in the following subsections. In the fol-
lowing discussion, the term distortion velocity is used to indicate the
fan face velocity induced beyond that which would exist if the fan were
operating in isolation, in an undisturbed atmosphere.
5.1 Distortion Suppression Criteria
The use to which the acoustic data, gathered with an inflow control
device in front of the fan is put, determines the criteria governing
the design of the screen. Currently two uses are identifiable:
a) The acoustic data are corrected to give corresponding flyover
levels.
b) The acoustic data are used to evaluate the effects of design
changes on radiated noise levels. These changes may be made on
full scale engine or on models.
The first data use requires that all screens should produce a fan face
velocity field that is substantially the same as that in flight. The
second data use requires that the screen suppress the fan face distor-
tion field to flight levels, or to as low a value as possible, depend-
ing on whether the application is assessed of the impact of the change
in flight noise levels or a scientific study where suppression of all
inflow distortion sources is desired. To aid in considering what the
criteria for simulation and minimization should be, a schematic diagram
of the sequence of events involved in static and flight operation is
shown in Figures 1 and 2. Considering Figure I, four source types of
fan inflow distortion are shown, i.e., atmospheric turbulence, distor-
tions induced by stand structure, etc., distortions induced by the ICS
and finally, inlet induced distortions. The boxes show the processes
that alter these distortions, with Cias for example indicating alter-
ation of atmospheric turbulence by contraction from the atmosphere to
the screen, in the static case. B_ signifies its alteration by pas-
_ sage through the screen and C2_s signifies the alteration caused by
further contraction from the screen to the fan face. The alterations of
the other disturbance sources are indicated in similar fashion, The
static case without an ICS is obtained by noting that there is no
attenuation by the screen. The processess shown in Figure 1 for each
source type can be written symbolically as shown below in Equations I,
2, 3 and 4.
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Figure 1 Sources of fan face distortionduring static operation.
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= (4)
where the variables Vo.s,L/&_,.Vcs,Vdsrepresent distortion velocities as
they exist at the source,Vo.s_v_s_veS_vd._ represent the distortion ve-
locities at the fan face under static conditions and the symbols
C[] and 9[] represent operators for alterations caused by
contraction and screening. The total fan face distortion velocity is
the summation of Equations I, 2, 3 and 4, i.e.,
Reference to Figure 2, which shows the sources of fan face distortion
during flight operation, results in the following equation for the fan
face distortion velocity
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where VF is the total fan face distortion velocity in flight, V_V_p,
VeF , VdF represent distortion velocities as they exist at their
source and, as before, the symbol C[] represents an operator for the
alterations caused by contraction.
Simplification of Equations 5 and 6 may be achieved by assuming that
the self generateddistortions_F , Was and War are zero. In
_ flight this assumptionis true away from the boundarylayer, at small
angles of attack, and for enginesmounted not too close to the fuselage
(BladeMounted Transducerdata from a JT9D engine mounted inboardon a
747 verify these assumptionsfor this installation).Staticallythis
assumptionis true outsidethe boundary layer and then only if the in-
let flow control screen does not generate distortions,a propertythat
can be incorporatedby proper design.This latter point is examined in
the next subsection.
To furtherrefine the expressionsin 5 and 6, if it is noted that the
fluctuatingfan blade forces are the dominantnoise generationmechan-
ism, then only that componentof the external velocityfield that con-
tributes to the fluctuatingblade forces, i.e., the componentof the
distortionvelocityperpendicularto the mean velocity,is of interest.
In addition,this upwash velocityfield can be consideredto be made up
of contributionsfrom many distortionseddies of varyingcross section
and length.Only certainof these eddies contributevelocitiesthat
producenoise at blade passingfrequencyand its harmonics(although
all unsteadycomponentsmay produce broadbandnoise).The expressions5
and 6 can be rewrittento reflect these considerations,i.e.,
where the subscript_ denotesthe upwashcomponentof velocityand
symbol /V| _ representsthe operationof selectingonly those
"eddies"that give rise to blade passagefrequencytone noise and its
harmonics;i.e., it is mathematicallyequivalentto filtering in wave
_ number space.
Having evolvedEquations7 and 8, the next step is to establishcri-
teria for a) simulationand b) minimization.Based on earlierdiscus-
sions, these criteria are a) /VI_In= NIv_}n and b) N Ivs}, = O.
Using these expressions,and Equations7 and 8, there results:
]9
[ [  lll.
(9)
simulation (I0)
suppression
In Equation9, the filteringoperation N1 } identifiesthe portionof
the upwash velocitywave number spectrum (or eddy field) that contri-
butes to tone noise. This subjecthas been addressedin the Phase I
cobtract report,ref (33). Models for the contractionand screen ef-
fects, denotedsymboiicallyby C [] and _ [] respectively,are dis-
cussed in this report.
A model for the atmosphericcontributionto the external velocity is
also definedin (33). The developmentof models for the distortionve-
locitiesgeneratedby stand structure,ground planes,etc. and consid-
erationof boundary layer and angle of attack effects are outsidethe
scope of the currentcontract,but should be considered in future work.
Equations9 and lO can be used to illustratethe ICS design process.In
both cases, the ICS designercan control the suppressioncharacteris-
tics of the screen, i.e. in essence he controlsthe operation R[]
and can also controlthe locationof the screen. The design procedure
to be developedwill be to define the screen characteristicsand loca-
tion in a manner that best satisfiesEquations9 or lO, subjectto the
constraintsof minimizingICS self-generateddistortionsand acoustic
transmissionlosses across the screening.
5.2 DistortionGenerationConstraint
The ICS should be designedto minimize or eliminatedistortionsinside
and outsidethe boundary layer.Two possibledesign approachesfor
achievingthis can be identified.Firstly,design the ICS without any
significantdistortiongenerator (such as strutsand other inhomogenei-
ties) in the structure.Alternatively,if such distortiongenerators
exist then the distortionsgeneratedmust be suppressedby a downstream
device that does not have additionaldistortiongeneratorsor by the
contractionthat occurs downstreamof the ICS.
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5.3 Acoustic Transmission Constraint
Two approaches are available that account for the acoustic transmission
characteristics of the inflow control screen. Either it can be required
that the screen have negligible effect on the radiated sound field or
it can be required that, in the event that there is an effect, that
effect is to be defined. The second criterion is the less satisfactory
on two counts. Firstly, the effect of a screen on the radiated field
is, in general, a function of the source. Thus acoustic data gathered
using different engines with the same inflow control screen could re-
quire different corrections and even data from the same engine at dif-
ferent operating conditions could require different corrections. Se-
condly, the necessity of having to correct acoustic data for inflow
control screen effects increases the complexity of, and thus probabil-
ity of error in the data reduction process.
An inflow control screen design that has as small effect as possible on
the sound radiation field is thus the preferred result.
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6.0 FAN FACEVELOCITYFIELD DEFINITION (PHASEII, TASKA)
6.1 Introduction
During the JNRP, (which was aimed at reducing the noise of a P&WAJTgD
mounted on a Boeing 747), measurements were taken with pressure trans-
ducers surface mounted on the rotor blades. The same instrumented JTgD
was operated at a test stand, with and without an inflow control
screen, and in flight. It was the objective of this task to use these
BMTdata and hot film data to specify the turbulence velocity charac-
teristics - intensity and length scale - at the fan face for each of
these configurations over a range of engine speeds. These characteris-
tics would then be used to provide an assessment of the preliminary ICS
design system. In order to quantify the velocity field, it is necessary
to define the response function relating the pressure sensed by a BMT
to the unsteady upwash velocity field at the fan face. This response
function was obtained by measuring the velocity fluctuations in the
vicinity of the fan face with a hot film, and, by sampling of the BMT
signal at each revolution, determining the corresponding pressure fluc-
tuations at the blade surface. However, the once per revolution rate at
which the BMT signal is sampled imposes an upper frequency limit on the
empirical response function and so, beyond this frequency, a Sears re-
sponse form is assumed. This response function can then be applied to
the BMTdata for the different conditions and speeds to determine a
velocity spectrum, provided the BMTis responding to the velocity
field. However, there is some question, at this time, as to whether
the BMTsignal is due to the inflow velocity field for all configura-
tions and speeds. The possibility is discussed that, with the ICS and
in flight, the BMT's may be responding to other stimuli such as the
local noise field. Consequently application of the response function to
the BMTdata has been postponed pending resolution of this question.
6.2 Discussion of Blade Mounted Pressure Transducer Measurements
The BMT's with which the JT9D rotor was instrumented were thin film
pressure sensors manufactured by Kulite Corporation. The frequency re-
sponse of this sensor is greater than 20,000 Hz. The diameter of the
sensor is .203 cms. while that of its diaphragm is .102 cms. The total
sensor installation was less than .046 cms. above the blade surface,
including a thin coating of RTV to provide protection from debris. A
typical installation is shown in Figure 3. The transducers were located
on the pressure surface approximately .318 cms. from the leading edge
of the fan blade. Somewere mounted in the tip region of the blade such
that they were immersed in the nacelle boundary layer. Others were in
the free stream region of the fan face. The leadwork was run along the
pressure surface of the blade and attached to a telemetry transmitter
in the nose cone of the engine. The data signals were transmitted to an
antenna on the nacelle wall and subsequently recorded on magnetic tape.
In order to relate this signal to specific circumferential locations,
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, Figure3 Blademountedpressuretransducer.
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an impulsewas generatedevery time a particularblade passed a pick up
mounted on the fan case. This signalwas recorded simultaneouslywith
the data signal.The BMT data has been analyzed,in part, by digital
techniquesto allow detailedcharacteristicsof the signal to be eval-
uated.
The data were digitizedsuch that the signal from each transducerwas
sampled at the rate of 512+I times during each revolutionof the fan.
At a typical approachcondTtionof 2400 RPM, this correspondsto a
digitizingrate of about 20,000 samples per second. Data record lengths
were such that they containedabout lO00 revolutionsof information.
The digitizeddata were stored on tape and input to an analysisprogram
that was based on proceduresand algorithmsdevelopedby Hanson (33).
This analysisprogram is capableof separatingthe deterministic,once
per revolution part of the BMT signal from the total signal.This de-
terministicpart of the signal is obtained by averagingthe value of
the pressure at a particularcircumferentiallocationover the total
number of revolutionson the record.This is performedat each circum-
ferentiallocation at which the data was digitizedand so the determin-
istic pressure pattern,defined at 512 angularlocations,was con-
structed.Examplesof the average patternare shown in Figure 4 for the
three configurations(with ICS, Without ICS, inflight at 610 m.) at
around 2400 RPM rotor speed. The signal from the transducerlocatedon
the blade, away from the nacelle boundarylayer is used. The patterns
are characterizedby an oscillationover one revolutionwhich is be-
lieved to be due to the presenceof a downstreampylon. Superimposedon
this is a high frequencyoscillationdue to downstreamblade rows. In
addition,the configurationwithoutthe ICS, shows other disruptions
between180o and 300 measuredfrom the top of the inlet counter-
clockwiselookingaft (oCCA).The varianceof the BMT signal about
this nacellefixed patternhas also been determinedfor these cases and
is shown in Figure 5. This quantity is a measureof the unsteadinessof
the pressureon the blade at each circumferentiallocation in the na-
celle fixed coordinatesystem.The configurationwithout the ICS in
place shows greater unsteadinessthan eitherthe ICS case or the in-
flight case, althoughthere is a region from lOo to 120o CCA where
all three levels are comparable.When Figures 4 and 5 are comparedto a
photographof the test stand (Figure6), it is noted that the region of
high unsteadinessobservedwithout an ICS in place correspondsin an-
gular position,to the locationof the test stand support structureand
ground plane. The low unsteadinessregion occurswhere there is the
lowest obstructionto the inflow. From these figures several inferences
may be drawn about the pressurefield sensed by the transducersat
107.75 cm. radius.
o Without an ICS in place the unsteady pressurefield is domin-
ated between 120o and lOO CCA by stand/groundgenerated
distortions.
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JNRP test stand.
2
o Withoutan ICS in place the deterministicpressure field con-
tains contributionsfrom stand/groundgenerateddistortionsin
the region between 180° and 300 CCA.
o With the ICS in place the stand/groundgeneratedunsteadiness
is substantiallyreduced.
o With the ICS in place, and in flight at 610 m., the unsteadi-
ness level is approximatelyuniformcircumferentially.
o The level of unsteadinessobservedwith the ICS in place is
approximatelythe same as that observedin the low unsteadi-
ness region with no ICS mounted.
o The level of unsteadinessobservedinflightat 610 m. is about
the same as that observedin static operationusing the ICS.
While it is apparentthat the high unsteadinessregion, observedwith
no ICS, is due to the presenceof the ground and stand structure,it is
not clear what the cause of the unsteadinessis in the low region. It
is possiblethat this region is due to the ingestionof atmospheric
turbulence directly,however, it is also possiblethat some other un-
steadinessfloor is encounteredhere; e.g., the local acousticfield.
This same uncertaintyexists also as regardsthe source of the un-
steadinessobservedin flight and with the ICS in place.
The ICS design system aspectsto be assessedusing these data are the
atmosphericturbulence,contractionand screeningmodels.This assess-
ment can be performedif the BMT is respondingto the directly ingested
atmosphericturbulencefield. However, it is not known at this time if
this is the case. Consequently,further investigationis necessaryto
resolvethis problem.The responsefunction (relatingblade surface
pressureto upwash velocity)requiredfor this assessment has been de-
velopedana is discussedin the followingsection.
6.3 The BMT ResponseFunction
The fluctuatingpressureon the blade surface, in the absenceof other
effects, is due to the fluctuatingangle of attack of the flow incident
to the blade. The nature of this angle of attack variation is deter-
mined by the unsteadyupwash component(that componentnormal to the
mean velocityvector)of the incidentvelocityfield. The BMT response
function,T(m)is the ratio of the power spectral densitiesof the BMT
pressure signal,P(m), and the upwash velocity,Fm(m) , producingit;
i.e.,
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The powerspectraldensityof the upwashvelocitysignalis foundfrom
the hot filmmeasurementsmade duringthe JNRP.The hotfilmmeasure-
ments,madewith no ICS in place,were takenin a regionwherethe
BMT'swere respondingto the inflowunsteadinessgeneratedby the
groundand/orstandstructureand so an estimateof the BMTresponse
functionusingthesemeasurementscan be made.
The hotfilmswere usedto measurethe streamwiseand circumferential
componentsof the unsteadyinflowfieldat a stationa shortdistance
upstreamof the fan. Thefilmsweremountedon a probein the inlet.
The installationis shownin Figure7. Somefilmslaywithinthe na-
celleboundarylayerand otherswere in the free stream.Fromthe ve-
locitymeasurements,the powerspectraldensitiesof the streamwiseand
circumferentialvelocitycomponents,F1(oJ)and f2(o_) respectively,
werefound.Usingthe relationshipsbetweenthe variousvelocitycom-
ponents,shownin Figure8, the expressionfor the powerspectralden-
sityof the upwashvelocitycomponent,#-n(o_), was determinedin terms
of the powerspectraldensities,fl(_)andF_(o_)and the crossspectral
density_2(u) of the streamwiseandcircumferentialvelocitycom-
ponents.The derivationof thisexpression,Equation12, is givenin
AppendixA.
For the computationof the upwash velocityspectrum,it has been as-
sumed that the cross spectralterm is negligible.Supportfor this con-
tention is providedby a typicalcoherenceplot shown in Figure 9 and
an order of magnitudeanalysisdescribedin Appendix A. The coherence
is definedas
If, I2
With this assumptionEquation (12) becomes
fn((_): F/(_)cos 2 _ -i-f_ ((_)5,n2 _ (13)
The correspondingblade pressurepower spectraldensitywas obtained
from BMT's locatedat roughlythe same radius as the hot films. Since
it was not possibleto use simultaneoushot film and BMT measurements
becauseof the contaminationof the BMT data by the wake of the hot
film probe,the BMT measurementswere taken with this probe removed.
The ambientconditionsunder which the two sets (hotfilm and BMT) of
measurementswere taken were different.However, data taken from the
same BMT under differentambientconditions,without an ICS, indicate
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that the inflow fields are substantially the same. This data is shown
in Figure I0. The plots are of the circumferential variation in the
pressure signal variance (a measure of the unsteadiness of the inflow)
at two different times. Thus, it may be assumed that the film data was
gathered under substantially the same inflow conditions as the BMT
data, even though the measurements were not taken simultaneously.
Now the BMTpressure data may be viewed in the _ ,_ plane, where the
pressure at the BMT is a function of the circumferential location and
time. As shown in Figure II the BMTmeasures the pressure in this plane
along lines determined by the velocity of the BMTrelative to the mean
inflow velocity. The dimension is related to an axial coordinate fixed
with respect to the inflow by the mean inflow velocity. As can be seen
from Figure II, only once per revolution does the angular location of
the BMT correspond to the angular location of the hot film. Further, it
is necessary to define the temporal behavior of the pressure signal at
that angular location in order to compute the BMT power spectral den-
sity required for Equation II. Therefore, to determine the temporal be-
havior of the BMT signal due to the flow that passed in the vicinity of
the hot film probe, the pressure signal must be sampled at this angle
(202o CCA), during each revolution (Figure 12). At an approach fan
speed of 2400 RPM, the sampling rate is about 40 samples per second,
which provides a data point every .025 seconds. Consequently, a reli-
able estimate of the pressure power spectral density is available only
to about 20 Hz. To obtain an estimate of the pressure power spectral
density beyond 20 Hz it was assumed that the blade had a Sears response.
This assumption leads to the following form for the response function,
Fm(_) (14)
where S(m) is Sears' function.
The response function computation has been performed for two BMT's lo-
cated at 107.95 cm. radius on two blades. The engine condition was
about 2400 RPMfan speed and with no ICS. The response functions are
shown in Figure 13. At the condition for which they were calculated
there were strong indications that the BMT's were responding to the
inflow field, so that the calculations are valid.
The reason for the difference in the two curves is unknown. Conceptual-
ly, if both blades, transducers and mountings are geometrically simi-
lar, both should give the same response function. Differences may be
due to differences in the way the transducers are mounted or to slight
geometric differences between them.
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The application of these response functions to the BMT data obtained in
flight and with the ICS in place has been deferred until the questions
discussed earlier, concerned with determining whether the BMTsignal is
due to inflow velocity perturbations or some other cause, have been
resolved.
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7.0 THE EFFECT OF A FLOW CONTRACTIONON CONVERTEDTURBULENCE
(Phase II, Task C)
7.1 Introduction
The flow field into an engine is neither uniformnor steady.The un-
steadinessmay be consideredto have two parts: (i) that part which
relies upon the engine flow field for its existenceand(ii) that part
which does not. Includedin the first categoryare such disturbancesas
ground or other surfaceassociatedvortices,engine inducedwakes and
the nacelle boundarylayer.The second categoryconsistsof distur-
bances of the atmospheredue to the shear of the earth's boundary layer
and buoyancyforces.These disturbancesare referred to as atmospheric
turbulenceand its characteristicsdependon such factors as terrain,
altitude and temperaturedistribution.It is not isotropic.However, it
tends to becomemore so as altitude increases,i.e., more of the tur-
bulencespectrum has an isotropicform. The atmosphericturbulencephe-
nomenon and representationsof it are discussedin detail in the Phase
I Report of this contract (34). The effect of the flow contractionon
this atmosphericturbulenceas it is convectedinto the engine is dis-
cussed in this section.
7.2 Background
The effect of a contractingflow on a turbulentfield became of inter-
est when it was observedthat unsteadinessin wind tunnel workingsec-
tions was significantlyreduced by an upstreamcontraction.Prandtl
(16) analyzedthe phenomenonusing very simplemodels that nevertheless
provideda description,in terms of velocitychanges, that corresponded
well, qualitatively,withsubsequent more complicatedmodels. He showed
that transversevelocityperturbationsare amplifiedby the contraction
while the streamwisecomponentis attenuated.Taylor (34) in a more
soundlybased analysis showedthat the problemcould be linearizedpro-
vided that turbulentinertialand viscousforces could be neglected.
The consequenceof his linearizationis that the relationshipbetween
the pre and post contractionvorticityis determinedby the change in
the relative positionof the fluid particlesand is thus given by
Cauchy'sequation (36). Taylor's linearizationconstrainsthe rapidity
of the flow contractionfor a given initialturbulencefield. Taylor
solvedthe problemfor particularconvectedvelocityfields. Subse-
quentlyRibner and Tucker (37) and Batchelorand Proudman (38)using
Taylor's linearizationand a Fourier representationof the turbulent
velocityfield solvedthe problemfor arbitraryhomogeneousconvected
velocityfields and contractions.Both sets of authors investigated
isotropicinitialturbulenceconvectedthroughan axisymmetriccontrac-
tion. Batchelorand Proudmanshowed that the mean square velocityrela-
tionshipswere independentof the initialisotropicspectrum.Ribner
and Tucker determinedexpressionsfor certainpost contractionone di-
mensionalspectra,having assumedthat the initialform was of the
Dryden type. Pearson (39) linearizedthe problemby retainingthe vis-
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cous decay term, and neglecting the turbulence inertial effects. He
examines, in particular, the effect of an axisymmetric contraction on
weak isotropic turbulence and shows that as the contraction ratio tends
to infinity the suppression of the streamwise pertubation velocities is
accelerated and the amplification of the transverse components is fi-
nally balanced by viscous decay. In general, however, the total turbu- _
lent energy for a uniform irrotational distortion is found to increase
without limit. These two linearizations of the Navier Stokes equations
neglect turbulent inertial forces, with the result that the "return to
isotropy" tendency observed experimentally is not modelled.
The attempt by Ribner and Tucker to provide experimental verification
of the theory by using previously acquired data was not successful, due
in part, to questions of data validity, and, in part, to violation of
linearization assumptions. Subsequent comparisons by Uberoi and Hussein
and Ramjee (40,41) also fLoundered on this point. In addition, there
was some possibility of acoustic contamination in Uberoi's data. How-
ever, both concluded that the theory was most in agreement with
measurement at low contraction ratios. They observed that the linear
theory, beyond a certain contraction ratio, over predicts both the in-
crease in transverse velocity perturbations and the attenuation of the
streamwise component. This observation suggests that turbulence iner-
tial effects are important in this region. It is significant, as Ribner
and Tucker note, that the measurements themselves are inconsistent,
indicating the dependence of the phenomenon on turbulence and con-
traction characteristics and also the difficulty of making uncontamin-
ated measurements.
Townsend (42) also made detailed measurements of turbulence convected
through a small contraction (4:1) and concluded that, for small
strains, the structure of the energy containing "eddies" is similar to
that produced by instantaneous strain. He further detected, at larger
contraction ratios, an equilibrum condition at which the turbulence
mean square velocity components are equal, though still changing.
Tucker and Reynolds (43) disagreed that this equilibrium condition
existed at the strain that Townsend had determined and further main-
tained that the total turbulent kinetic energy was reasonably predicted
by the linear theory if it was corrected for viscous decay. However,
they admitted that individual component changes were not satisfactorily
predicted. Both sets of measurements indicated an initially rapid re-
turn to i sotropy after the distortion has ceased.
The measurements to date have been made in flow contractions of
velocity ratio that is small compared to that encountered in static
engine operation. The details of these flows have not been well
predicted by the linear theory which is supposedly valid only for the
physically unrealizable instantaneous contraction.
Based on this review, it was concluded that there is no contraction
model that has been developed that can be directly applied to the de-
sign of inflow control structure.
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It is in part the purposeof the contract to develop such a model by
buildingon existing analyticaltheories and providingempiricalcor-
rections to these theories.The empiricalcorrectionswill be derived
by obtaining data on the effectsof contractionon turbulenceand mean
flow distortioncharacteristicsfor contractionratios and contraction
rates that are more representativeof those that result during static
testingof engines. Since the effects of contractionwill be based on
existing models, a discussionof their underlyingtheory will be con-
sidered in the following sections.
7.3 Theory
The Navier-Stokesequationsprovide a suitablestarting point for the
discussionof the problem.Lamb (36) has shown that they may be written
in terms of vorticityof the flow for an incompressible,constant vis-
cosity fluid with no body forces.
If it is assumedfurthermore,that the mean flow is irrotational,then
the vorticityvector is solelydue to the turbulentvelocityfluctua-
tions.Thus after expandingslightly,Equation15 becomes
_ V z
_)_ _. _L_ __ _. _. Iv _ (16)
and the dynamics of the vorticity variation may be ascertained. Equa-
tion 16 states that the rate of change of the vorticity of a point mov-
ing in a fluid is determined by the sum of (i) the production of vor-
ticity by the mean motion straining the turbulent "eddies", (ii) the
transfer of vorticity amongst turbulent "eddies" by one "eddy" strain-
ing another and (iii) the diffusion of vorticity by viscosity, The
rapid distortion assumption allows the two latter contributions to be
ignored on the grounds that the flow is distorted so quickly that no
vorticityis transferredor dissipatedin the contractiontime. It is
this assumptionthat was invoked by Taylor,et al, to simplifyand
solve Equation16.
The validityof the rapid distortionassumptionmust be assessedrela-
tive to the flow contractionsexperiencedduringengine operationboth
staticallyand in flight.An order of magnitudeanalysisof the terms
_- in Equation 16, and following Ribner and Tucker is described in Appen-
dix B. Application of this analysis to the engine contraction problem
shows that under flight conditions the rapid distortion assumption is
valid, whereas under static conditions, it is not.
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Accordingly, use of results based on the simplified form of Equation 16
should be valid in flight, but questionable for static applications. As
discussed above, the linearized theories will be used as the basis for
our models, with empirical corrections used to account for the errors
introduced by the neglect of the last two terms in Equation 16.
This simplified equation was solved in detail by both Ribner and Tucker
and Batchelor and Proudman for an isotropic turbulence field convected
through an axisymmetric contraction. Ribner and Tucker's treatment is
discussed in the Phase 1 report. Batchelor's somewhat more elegant
formulation produced the same results, namely that
L31B L2je
_ _
LJm Z.zm
The length scales shown above are derived in Appendix C. The subscripts
refer to the velocity component and direction of the dimension. For
instance, L/_ is the length scale of the axial velocity component in
one of the transverse directions. There are nine of such length scales
in general associated with the three Cartesian coordinates and veloci-
ties. The above length scale ratios are true, within the assumptions of .
the linear theory, for any initial isotropic turbulence field. The
length scale ratios not formulated above depend on the particular form
of the spectrum tensor of the incoming turbulence and therefore cannot
be generalized.
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7.4 Eddy Model
Prandtl used simple "eddy" models to solve the contraction problem. He
considered two types of flow elements; a steady axial velocity deficit,
and an axially oriented vortex filament and their modification by an
axisymmetric flow contraction. Considering the first distortion ele-
ment, with reference to Figure 14 and applying Bernoulli's incompressi-
ble equation to two streamlines and assuming that before and after the
contraction there are no transverse static pressure gradients, yields:
Now if
,U_-_L& _ ,U_ I
,u. -,u, ,__ .4
Z_U1B
_ STREAMLINE 1
_ _ STREAMLINE 2
A B
PRE CONTRACTION POST CONTRACTION
DEFICIT DEFICIT
AU1B U1A 1
AUIA UIB _1
Figure 14 Contractionof a small steadg axial velocitg distortion.
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Thus Prandtl determined that small axial distortions were attenuated
according to the inverse of the flow contraction ratio. For the convec-
tion of the axially oriented vortex, again the convecting flow was
assumed to be axial before and after the contraction. Conserving circu-
lation around a circular path in a plane perpendicular to the convect-
ing flow, (see Figure 15), yields
So that (19)
or
L/e
Thus from this type of distortion element Prandtl deduced that trans-
verse velocity components were amplified by the flow contraction ac-
cording to the square root of the contraction ratio. Now if the turbu-
lence field is considered to be made up of many eddies and if, further-
more, the unsteady velocities associated with this eddy field behave,
through the contraction, in the same manner as a velocity field made up
of many of Prandtl's elements, then an ensemble average over the up-
stream and downstream velocity fields, yields relationships between the
mean square values of the perturbation velocity components.
Furthermore an examination of the distortion of a cubical fluid element
by an axisj_nmetric contraction where the field particle displacements
are dominated by the mean flow gradients (Figure 16) produces estimates
of the eddy length scale changes.
, =
LI_ L_m /-3P# (21)
These length scale ratios are considerably simpler than those derived
from Taylor and Batchelor's work. Here, there is no dependence on the
velocity component and the ratios are only functions of the direction
denoted by the subscript. The length scale ratios then for all three
velocity components in a given direction are the same.
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Figure 15 Contractionof a steady axial vortex.
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Figure 16 The axisymmetriccontractionof a fluid element.
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Expressions 20 and 21 describe the effect of an axisymmetric contrac-
tion on a turbulent field. In view of the absence of viscous decay ef-
fects on the distortions elements, together with the assumed absence of
any interaction between these elements, this model can be considered to
be an approximation of the general solution of Taylor's l inearized
problem, determined in Refs. 37, 38. A comparison of the two sets of
results is shown in Figure 17. As can be seen the trends are similar
for the mean square values of the velocity components, and for the
larger contraction ratios. The corresponding predictions of the kinetic
energy ratio across contraction are shown in Figure 18. The comparison
of scale changes predicted by the two theories is shown in Figure 19.
The dashed lines are the scale ratios given in Equation 21 while the
solid lines are the ratios obtained from Batchelor and Proudman's re-
sul ts.
The predictions of the scale change in Lii are not in close agreement
and this reflects the different upstream turbulence fields that were
examined. The general significance of the integral length scales is
somewhat obscure on a physical basis, they are however, a measure of
the one dimensional spectral shapes. The one dimensional power spectral
density _'i (#Z_) is the power spectral density of the ith velocity
component as a function of the wavenumber component in the jth direc-
tion. This power spectral density is analogous to the Fourier decompo-
sition of a particular velocity component in a periodic velocity field
in a particular direction.
If in addition to the earlier assumptions it is required that the
"eddies" be axially oriented, then the downstream one dimensional spec-
tra are functions only of the corresponding upstream one dimensional
spectra and the contraction characteristics. In this situation the en-
ergy in the wave number, range A_m about _ will be converted into
energy in the range _B , see]_ig ure 20' l_owwith the one
dimensional spectra repFesented by Fi(_)
Then /_ (_-_)# sz Fx'R. _, _,
But A ( ja) A
" Z_ (221
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Figure 17 The effect of a contractionon the turbulentRMS velocity
ratios.
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Figure 18 The turbulentkinetic energy ratio across a contraction.
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Figure 19 The effect of a contractionon the turbulentscale ratios.
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Figure 20 A simple model of the contractioneffect on one dimensional
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where uz'= zzj,u_, u_ are the Cartesiancomponentsof the un-
steady velocityfield and _/_ :_1,_z_Y_3 are the Cartesian
wave number components.
Comparisonsbetweentwo downstreamspectraas predictedby Equation22
and Ribner and Tucker are shown in Figures 21 and 22. In view of the
discrepancynoted previouslyfor the /-it integrallength scale, the
large differencein the correspondingspectra is not unexpected.How-
ever, there is close correspondencebetweenthe predictionsof the
transversespectrum,again in accordancewith the length scale compari-
sons.
The predictionsusing the eddy model are then close enough to those
using the more rigoroustheory to providea basis for experimentation.
The simplicityof the one dimensionalspectralrelationshipsrecommends
their use in the inflow controlsystem design procedure.Figure 23 con-
tains a summaryof the eddy model results.
The linear theoriesaccountonly for the distortionprocess and this
proceeds,accordingto Uberol,et al, unrelievedby an turbulence
inertialor viscous decay effects.Consequentlythe higher the
contractionratio, the more in error will be the linear theory.
7.5 Conclusions
I. Based on the discussionsin the section,the simple theory of
Prandtl,summarizedin Figure 23, will be used as the basis for
the models that accountfor contractioneffects on turbulence.
Tendenciestoward isotropy,observedexperimentallyfor small con-
tractionratios relativeto the static case, will be incorporated
empiricallyas necessary,by use of the test data from Task F of
this contract.
II. The measurementsof Uberoi,et al, indicatethat the contraction
process is characterizedby:
o A distortionof the turbulencefield.
o Amplificationof the transverseturbulentvelocitycomponents.
o Attenuationof the streamwiseturbulentvelocitycomponents,
at least, initially.
o An equilibriumconditionattainedafter a certain amount of
contractionbeyondwhich further distortiondoes not occur.
This equilibriumconditionis determinedby the contraction
rate variationthroughthe contraction.
o A rapid initialrate of return to isotropyfollowed by an
asymptoticapproach to that state.The initialreturn rate is
determinedby the distortionof the field.
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Figure 23 The eddy model for the contractionof turbulence.
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III.The comparisonof the rigorousandsimpletheoriesshouldbe
viewedwith this in mind.The main pointsof the comparisonare:
o The predictionsof the turbulentkineticenergyratioacross
the contractionproducedby boththeoriesare in closeagree-
ment.
o The predictionsof the ratio of the RMS values of the indi-
vidual transversevelocitycomponentsacross the contraction
produced by the two theories are in reasonablyclose agreement.
o The predictionsof the ratioof the RMS valuesof the stream-
wisevelocitycomponentacrossthe contractionproducedby the
two theoriesarenot in good agreement,althoughthe trends
with increasingcontractionratioare similar.
o Correspondinglythe predictionsof integrallengthscalesand
one dimensionalSpectraof the transversecomponentsof turbu-
lentvelocityproducedby the twotheoriesare in reasonably
closeagreement.But the predictionsfor thesequantitiesfor
the streamwisecomponentof turbulentvelocityare not in good
agreementexceptat lowcontractionratios.
In generalthen, the more detailedthe descriptionof the phenome-
non, the more divergencebetweenthe predictionsof the simple and
rigoroustheory.
IV. The applicabilityof the lineartheoriesto a JT9Doperatingin
flightand staticallywas examinedand it was concludedthat:
o The lineartheory describesthe inflightcontractionof atmos-
pheric turbulencefor the JT9D.
o The lineartheory does not describethe contractionof atmos-
pheric turbulenceby the JT9D at the test stand. In this situ-
ation the non linear turbulenceinertialeffects are not neg-
ligibleand the lineartheory will overpredictthe distortion
of the turbulencefield.
V. The contractionratio in flight is of the order one and statically
this ratio is large and so, bearingthe comparisonof the linear
theories in mind, it is suggestedthat:
o The simplemodelis quiteadequateto describethe contraction
of turbulencein flightfor the JT9D.
o Either the simple model or more rigoroustheory produce an
upper bound to the distortionof the atmosphericturbulence
producedby the contractiondue to the JT9D operating sta-
tically.A lower bound is provided by the assumptionof a com-
plete return to isotropy.
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8.0 THE EFFECTOF A SCREENONATMOSPHERICTURBULENCE
(Phase II, Task C)
8.1 Introduction
The problem of the interactionof screensand flow was originallyad-
dressedto optimize the design of screensfor use in wind tunnels.
These screens had been observed to suppress turbulentfluctuationsin
wind tunnel flow. The solutionwas provided,after several partially
successfulattempts by other investigators(16, 17, 18), by Taylor and
Batchelor(19).They solvedthe problemfor thin gauzes subject to
flows of small turbulentintensity.They deduced the relationshipsbe-
tween the upstream and downstreamintensitiesand Batchelor(43), in a
later,more elegant analysisshowed the relationshipsbetweenthe
velocityspectrum tensors of the two flow fields.They also considered
specificallythe case of initiallyisotropicturbulenceand showed for
this case, that the intensityratios are independentof the form of the
energy spectrum.The analysis,as in the contractionproblem,was made
tractableby a linearizationof the Navier Stokes equations.This solu-
tion, as in the case of the contractionproblem,results in no repre-
sentationof the inertial "returnto isotropy"phenomenonor viscous
decay.
As noted before,the abilityof the screen to attenuateunsteadinessin
the flow is determinedby two of its characteristics;(i) the pressure
loss coefficientand (ii)the amount of turninqthe screen inflicts on
the flow. The screens remove vorticity from the flow by absorbing it
as a torque. In the following sections, a brief survey of the theory of
Tayl or and Batchel or is presented together with their approximate form.
Then, using Lumleys results, it is shown that the results of Taylor and
Batchelor's analysis for gauzes are applicable to honeycomb screens, if
the incident turbulence scale is large compared to the honeycomb
length. Subsequently, expressions for determining the pressure loss
coefficient, K , and flow angle ratio, _, for honeycomb and perforated
plate are given.
8.2 General Theory for Thin screens
The fundamental assumption of Taylor and Batchelor's approach is that
the turbulent velocity fields upstream and downstream of the screen do
not decay and the distribution of energy is unchanged away from the
screen. This, (coupled with the knowledge that the effect of the screen
on the adjacent flow is due entirely to the pressure change across it,
and is therefore irrotational), allows the velocity field induced by
the screen to be superimposed on the turbulence field. In short, the
convection process is linear, the effect of the screen on the flow
field is linear, and therefore, the velocity fields can be summed. The
flow is considered inviscid, except insofar as the screen constitutes
an impedance to it, thus the turbulence generation characteristics of a
screen are not accounted for. Furthermore, in Taylor and Batchelor's
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treatment, the screen afflicts the flow with a sudden pressure drop and
a sudden change in direction. The screen is therefore considered in-
finitely thin and appears to the turbulence as a continuum requiring
that the transverse turbulent scales are large compared to the mesh
size.
The condition under which the decay processes are negligible is that
the time scale of the decay is large compared to the time taken for a
particle to traverse the screen influenced flow region so that
U Zi 0_" _ (23)
As in the contraction problem Batchelor approximates the derivative
with an empirically derived relationship
(_ ___ (24)
to reduce the criterion to
(u-ii)
<< ! (25)
/,_ IAg
Again, this empirical expression may not be valid for the screen region
in view of the disruption of the decay process there. It does, however
provide a tractable criterion for linearization and, in the absence of
any superior relationship, will be used here. It should be noted that
this linearization, performed in the absence of mean flow gradients,
leads to turbulent velocity fields where vorticity is conserved. Only
in the vicinity of the screen itself is there a change in vorticity.
Taylor and Batchelor argue that the effect of the screen on the flow is
irrotational and therefore the contribution to the velocity field due
_ to the screen may be expressed as a velocity potential. Thus the form
of the total unsteady velocity field is
u_(x,- U t, x2 , xs) V # (xY;) (26)
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where__is the turbulentvelocityvectorfar awayfrom the screen.
Withthis velocityfieldform,andthe linearizationdiscussedpre-
viously,togetherwith the smallperturbationassumption,the problem
is solvablesincethe upstreamand downstreamvelocityfieldsmay be
relatedat the gauzethroughthe screenpressurelosscoefficient.
The remainingrelationshipsare those produced by considering
o The Turning of the Screen
Ox_ _%z I.<,_.o (28)
o ContinuityAcross the Screen
o Continuityin the Upstreamand DownstreamFlow Fields
V.__a =0
(31)
V.  s=O
In the above _ fz Local outflow angle
Local inflow angle
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when the inequality(25)is satisfied,i.e.,for smallperturbations.
The coordinatesystemis shownin Figure24.
If the turbulentvelocitiesand potentialare Fourierdecomposed,then
thisset of equationsallowsthe statisticalcharacteristicsof the
upstreamand downstreamvelocityfieldsto be determinedin termsof
the pressurelosscoefficient,K,andthe flowangleratio _ .
For the particularcaseof initiallyisotropicturbulence,Taylorand
Batchelorfoundthat the ratiosof the mean squarevaluesof the up-
streamand downstreamvelocitycomponentsawayfrom the screenwere the
samefor all isotropicfields.
Specificallytheyfoundthat
where,
(/- _. o<._.)-- YK z 7_'_: ¢i+o<.K.)_'-/
It is also possibleto show (seeAppendix D) that the form of certain
integral length scale ratios is independentof the initialturbulence
spectrum.Specifically
L ,,._ _ {o,"K-/- ,x)_ /__
l. j_ (,K,I +o_)2 /x/
[-.21B o_z _.zZR OC.2.
- _' (34)L z_ /x z L zz_ -_z
L J /8 _ oc2 L 3.._e ... o(."z
L _m _.; / ,_._,_ ._._
5?
For initiallyisotropicturbulencethese ratiosmay be evaluatedusing
Taylor and Batchelor'sexpressionsfor_ andF2 for a gauze. For
this case_ and K are apparentlyrelated so that the velocity ratios
may be plottedagainst K as shown in Figure 25. The corresponding
scale ratios are shown in Figure 26. As Taylor and Batchelornote, in
general, there exists a screen such that the integral length
scale L,B is totally suppressed.This occurs when
I<-I =0 (35)
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Figure 24 The coordinatesgstem for Taglor and Batchelor'stheorg.
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Figure 25 The ratios of the mean square velocitycomponentsupstream
and downstreamof a gauze (Taylorand atchelor).
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The otherscalesin Equation34 are suppressedwhen (_= O.
The resultsof Taylorand Batchelor'sanalysishavebeencomparedto
datagatheredby Townsend(45).On a kineticenergybasisthereis
closeagreementbetweenmeasurementsand predictions(Figure27)
(Ignorethe squaresymbolsat this time).Comparisonsof themean
squarevelocityratioshighlightedthe absenceof any "tendencyto
isotropy"considerationsin the theory,Figure28. (Ignoredashedlines
at this time.)Townsend'smeasurementsindicateda lessanisotropic
downstreamfieldthanTaylorand Batchelorwouldpredict.
It is possibleto determine,if a formfor the upstreamisotropicspec-
trumtensoris assumed,the changesin the one dimensionalpowerspec-
traldensitiesas a resultof the turbulencebeingconvectedthrough
the screen.The manipulationsrequiredare complicatedand in viewof
the returnto isotropyobservedby Townsendwouldproduceresultsthat
requireempiricalcorrection.Consequentlya simplermodelwill be de-
scribedthat readilypermitscalculationof the changein the one di-
mensionalspectra.Whiletheseresultswillprobablyalso requireem-
piricalcorrection,it is consideredthat the amountwillbe no more
thanfor the resultsof Taylorand Batchelor'smore rigorousanalysis.
8.3 SimpleScreenModel
In a manneranalogousto Prandtl'streatmentof the contractionphe-
nomenon,Taylorand Batchelordevelopeda simplemodelthatconsidered
the effectof a screenon simpleflow distortionelements.Theseele-
mentsare (i)a steadydistortionof the streamwisevelocitycomponent
thatvariessinusoidallyin the transversedirectionand (ii)an arbi-
trarysteadytransversevelocitydistortion.
To determinethe solutionsofthe problems,the NavierStokesequations
are linearizedby requiringthatthe amplitudesof the distortionsbe
smallcomparedto themeanflow velocity.Viscouseffectsare also ne-
glectedexceptinsofaras they giveriseto the resistanceof the
screen.The assumptionof incompressibility,appliedto the firstdis-
tortionelement,leadsto the equationsof motionof the fluid,up-
streamand downstreamof the screen,in termsof thestreamfunction;
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Figure 27 The comparisonbetweenmeasured and predictedturbulence
kinetic energy ratios acrossa gauze.
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Figure29 depictsthe geometryof the problem.If it is furtherassumed
that the fluidperceivesthe screenas a continuousbody thenthe solu-
tionsof theseequationstogetherwith the boundaryconditionsat the
screen,Equations38, 39, and 40, allowthe effectof the screento be
determined.
o Turningof the Screen
"xl X,:-o _Xl xl=+o (38)
o ContinuityAcross the Screen
o PressureDrop Across the Screen
The boundary condition, Equation 40, also makes use of the small per-
turbation assumption. Solving these equations simultaneously Taylor and
Batchelor concluded that
From this it can be deduced, in view of the linearity of the equations,
that any combination of sinusoidal streamwise perturbation will be
modified according to Equation 41.
The effect of the screen on this type of distortionis such that in the
vicinityof the screen,the potentialfield resultsin a static pres-
sure variationin the transversedirection.Fluid is thus directed
laterallyfrom the high to the low pressureregion.Thus a transverse
velocitycomponent is inducedin the flow. The magnitudeof this com-
ponent is determinedby the resistanceof the screen to the fluid. The
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flow with the induced lateralvelocitycomponentis transportedthrough
the screen.The screen attenuatesthe lateralcomponentaccordingto
the side load appliedto the screen.The residual streamwiseperturba-
tion at the screen is attenuatedaccordingto the resistanceof the
screen.Downstreamas the potentialeffect of the screen decreasesthe
static pressurebecomes uniform laterallyand the transversevelocity
componenttends to zero.
The attenuationof a purely streamwisedistortion,because of the
screen induced lateralvelocities,becomes then a function not only of
the screen resistancebut also of the abilityof the screen to with-
stand a sideload.
As can be seen from Equation41 there exists a conditionwhen the
streamwiseperturbationis totallysuppressed,this occurs when
I #-c(-o_.K:O (42)
and correspondsto the suppressionof the integrallengthscaleL//
notedin the previoussection.
In the caseof an arbitrarysteadydistortionin the transverseveloci-
ty field,the linearizationleadsto the deductionthatthe transverse
velocityfieldis unaffectedby the screenin thatno potentialfield
is superimposedon the flow by the screen.The changein the flowfield
acrossthe screenis solelydeterminedby continuityand thusby the
abilityof the screento turnthe flow.Thus
_7.8
ZT_m = a (43)
The resistanceof the screen is irrelevantfor this type of disturbance.
Again the linearizationof the problemallowsEquations 41 and 43 to be
appliedseparately to the individualcomponentsof a compound velocity
field and the results recombinedto form the downstreamvelocityfield.
The criteriafor this linearizationof the Navier Stokes equationsare
roughly
Zlm _
(44)
_'_2R _ Ui I
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If a turbulencefieldis consideredto be approximatedby some super-
positionof the elementsdiscussedabovethen an ensembleaverageof
the squareof the upstreamand downstreamperturbationvelocityfields
produces
= -7"K (45)Um /Y-a
.--i -- • (46)
Uzm
In orderto furtherdevelopthe simplemodelit is not necessaryto
evaluateEquations45 and 46 for the purposeof comparisonwith predic-
tionsfrom the morerigoroustheoryand Townsend'sdata (45).Figure27
showsthisthreewaycomparisonfor overallturbulentkineticenergy
changeacrossthe screen.In thiscomparison,a gauzeis usedfor which
it can be demonstratedthata relationshipexistssolelybetween
and K . An implicationof a relationshipexistingbetween_ and
for gauzesis thatbothparametersare determinedby the samegeometric
characteristicsin the regionwherethe relationshipholds.This rela-
tionshipis describedand discussedfurtherin Section8.5.The pres-
surelosscoefficient,K , is chosenas the independentvariablefor
thiscomparison.The agreementbetweenthe two predictionmethodsand
the aata is generallyverygood.
The ratios of the mean square values of the individualvelocitycom-
ponents are not as well predictedby either theory,as shown in Figure
28, although the theoriesare in reasonableagreementwith each other.
The reason is that downstreamof the gauze turbulenceinertialeffects
are not negligibleand thus there is a tendencyfor the velocityfield
to become isotropic.Thus a possiblemodificationto the simplemodel
would be to assume that the downstreamfield is isotropic.Such an as-
sumption,if the incidentfield were also isotropicwould result in the
relationship
l
"_,_ = _- \/y-or (47)
The appropriatenessof Equations45 and 46 or 47 will be examined in
Section8.6.
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Figure 28 The comparisonbetweenmeasuredand predictedmean square
velocityratios across a gauze.
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The tendencyto isotropyalsoalleviatesthe distortionof the length
scalesand the correspondingone dimensionalspectra.To accountfor
this effect,the simplemodelsuggestedherewill incorporatethis ef-
fect by havingthe same lengthscalesupstreamand downstreamand the
one dimensionalspectrawillbe unchangedin shape,so that
= LiiA (48)
(ki) (49)
Where AL is determinedby Equations45, 46.
There is some evidence in Townsend'sdata that the spectralrelation-
ships are approximatelycorrect.Additionally,at least some of the
length scales are substantiallyunchangedby the screen accordingto
the more rigoroustheory, see Figure 29.
This simpleform of the theory provides a basis for generatingempiri-
cal correctionsfrom the measurementsto be taken in the test program
of PhaseII, Task F. It shouldbe emphasizedthat the theory above does
not accountfor generationof turbulenceby the screen.This aspect
will be addressedin Section8.7.
The theories described above assumed an infinitely thin screen, and as
such should be applied only to thin screens and perforated plate. It is
possible to extend these theories so they are applicable to finite
depth screens such as honeycomb. This is the subject of the next sec-
tion.
8.4 The Application of the Thin Screen Models to Honeycomb Screens
The analysis of Taylor and Batchelor assumes that the flow experiences
an instantaneous total pressure drop at the screen. The consequence of
this model is that the screen is, in effect, considered to be infinite-
ly thin. Lumley (20) has attacked the problem for a specific situation
of a honeycomb screen and so a formulation is available for a finite
thickness screen acting on turbulence. If the contention that the gauze
theory can be applied to honeycomb is correct, then a limiting case of
Lumley's equation should give the same results as the Taylor-Batchelor
theory. This comparison is made in the following text.
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Lumleyhas deriveda formulationfor the effectof a honeycombscreen
on a turbulentinflowfor a specificset of conditions.He assumesthat
the inflowfieldis isotropic,thatthe honeycombdestroysall lateral
velocitycomponentsandfinallythat downstreamof the honeycombthere
is a returnto isotropy.Fromhis theoryhe computesvaluesof the ra-
tioof the rms velocities,upstreamand downstream,as a functionof
o lossfactorand the incomingstreamwiselengthscaleto cell depthra-
tio (Figure30).
As this latterquantitybecomeslarger,the ratioof themean square
valuesof the velocitycomponentstendsto an asymptoticform solely
dependenton the pressureloss coefficient.It is thisform that is
comparedwiththe ratiodeterminedfromthe simplemodel,sincein this
limit the honeycombis perceivedby the turbulenceas beingthin.Thus
from Equation46 setting_=O to characterizethe suppressionof the
transversevelocityby the honeycomb.
This correspondsto _ of Lumley'sformulation.A comparisonof the
resultsfrom the two theories is shown in Figure 31 and there is close
correspondence.The asymptoticform of Lumley'stheory is reachedfor
streamwiselength scales approximatelyequal to ten times the honeycomb
thickness.This, therefore,constitutesa possibleconstrainton the
applicationof Equation50 to honeycombs.
Having establishedthe onregi of validityof the simple theory,the
evaluationof and K for gauze and honeycombswill now be
examined.
8.5 The PressureLoss Coefficientand Flow Angle Ratio for Thin
Screensand Honeycomb
In general,both the pressure loss coefficient,K , and flow angle ra-
tio _ , are dependenton the geometryof the screen and the nature of
the flow i.e.
•, K: K (Sl)
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Where G representssome geometricqualities. If compressibilityef-
fects are negligibleand small incidentflow angles are assumed, and if
further,the turning of the screen is solely due to its potentialeffect
on the flow then Equations51 and 52 become
K =K (#_,_,) (53)
Now the measurementsof Dryden and Schubauer(46) lead to the conclu-
sion that over the range of their experiment,the phenomenonis only
weakly dependenton ReyondsNumber, and if Equations (53) and (54) are
examined in this light it seems quite reasonableto suspectthat a re-
lationshipexists between _ and K . Taylor and Batchelordetermined
that such a relationshipexisted,from the above mentioneddata and
found that
: //(/*K) '/" K>. -1 (55)
was reasonablygoodfit. Schubauer,SpangenbergandKlebanoff(47)de-
terminedthatfor K < .7 theirdatawas wellfittedif
8-K (56)
°
It should be emphasized that these expressions are valid only for the
small incident flow angles and were determined using gauzes. It is not
known if other thin screens behave in this manner, however, it will be
assumed here that they do and that Equations 55 and 56 apply to perfor-
ated plate screens in particular.
The pressure loss coefficient, K , depends on such geometric parameters
as the hole density,hole diameter and thicknessof the screen. Baines
and Peterson (48) conductedextensivemeasurementson various thin
screensforms includingperforatedplates and they noted that
I
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Where Cc is the contractioncoefficientof a hole and s is the sceeen
solidity.Their resultswere explainablein terms of this expression.
The contractioncoefficientis determinedby the detailedgeometry of
the holes, ranging in value from .7 for sharp edges holes (thin perfor-
ated plate) to unity for well rounded holes. Figure 32 shows how the
coefficientvaries with solidityfor differentscreen tvpes. No depen-
dence on a Reynolds Number based upon wire diameter or the equivalent
dimensionfor a perforatedplate was observedbetween values of 103
to 104. At low Reynolds Numbers,there is a dependenceon that
parameter,however, it is not anticipatedthat an inflow controlscreen
will operate in this region.
To find a formulationfor a and K that is suitablefor a honeycomb
screen requiresconsiderationof the factors separately.
For the determinationof a, it is noted that irrespectiveof the
orientationof a flow with respectto the honeycomb,the flow perceives
it as approximatelya series of flat plates in cascade.Thus, it is
suggestedthat the honeycombacts on the flow in a similarmanner to an
infinitecascade of flat plates at zero staggerangle. The basic mech-
anism for deflectionof the flow, namely,the loadingof the material,
is the same in each case and the magnitudeof this loading is deter-
mined by the pitch-chordor diameter to length ratio. While the cascade
effect is, essentially,a two dimensionalphenomenonand, that due to
the honeycomb,three dimensional,it will be assumedthat the action of
the honeycombon the flow is axisymmetricand determinedby the two
dimensionalmodel.
The solutionto the cascadeproblem is presentedby Von Karman and
Burgersin (49) and is quite simple in form,
L
a = d (58)
#
With _- being the lengthto diameterratio of the honeycomb.
This expressionfor the flow angle ratio for honeycombdoes not have to
II
stand alone, for as Prandtlnotes, a honeycomblength to diameterra-
tio of two is sufficientto straightenan incidentflow field".More
recently,the findingof Ginder,Kenison and Smith (33) that honeycomb
of lengthto diameterratios greaterthan two does not producemore
turbulenceattenuationis totallyconsistentwith this form for a ,
since beyond this ratio, a is effectivelyzero. On a more personal
level, anyonemay blow throughhoneycombat quite large angles of inci-
dence and note that the flow is straightenedfor quite small values
of
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Figure 32 Thin screen loss factor.
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To determinethe pressure loss coefficientfor honeycomb,Blasius'
formula for the skin frictioncoefficientof turbulentflow in a pipe
will be used, so that
_ A_ "as d (59)
This empiricalrelationshipis discussedby Schlichting(50) and is
accurate in the range of diameterReynoldsNumbersfrom 3.10J to
105. Predictionsof honeycombloss coefficientusing this expression
were comparedwith measurementsmade by Paterson(51) (see Appendix E).
Agreementwas quite close.
It is quite possiblethat honeycombscreenswill be operatingat lower
Reynolds Numbers than 3.103 and consequentlythe laminar pipe resis-
tance coefficientmight provide a more accurateexpression,
_4z -_# (60)
This result of the solution of the Navier Stokes equations for
Hagen-Poiseuille flow has compared well with measurements made in pipes
containing laminar flow.
It is interestingto comparethe effectson turbulenceof thingauze
typescreenswith honeycomb.To facilitatethis,an expressionrelat-
ing_ andK for honeycombscan be obtainedby combiningEquations59
and 60.
"K'P'-"'zsJ
If a Reynolds Number of lO00 is assumed, (whichcorrespondsroughlyto
a 6mm. honeycomboperatingin a flow of 2 m/sec), it is immediately
apparent that _ tends rapidlyto very small values for increasingK.
The consequencesof this behaviorare shown in Figure 33 with predic-
tions made using the simple theory.The transverseratio moves rapidly
to very small values and correspondingly,the streamwiseratio tends
rapidlyto decay as (/.K) "_. The honeycombthen, in a sense, acts on
the turbulentfield, in an oppositemanner to that of the thin screen.
In the former, the transversevelocitycomponentsare preferentially
?5
o _ I f j i
0 0,1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,5
K (LOSS FACTOR)
Figure 33 The mean square velocityratios across a honeycomb.
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suppressedwhilein the latterscreentype,the streamwisecomponents
are attenuatedmostfor a givenscreenlosscoefficient.Thesecomple-
mentaryeffectsraisethe interestingpossibilityof a combination
screenthatcan attenuatean isotropicfieldand produceimmediately
downstream,anotherfieldthat is at leastisotropicas regardsthe
mean squarevaluesof the componentveloci%ies.
8.6 The Applicationof the SimpleScreenModelto a ScreenOperating
on AtmosphericTurbulenceat the Test Stand
An importantassumptionthatthe lineartheoryrestson is that
I
I (62)
/A/
This assumptioncorrespondstO the requirementthat turbulenceinertial
and viscousdecay effectsare unimportantwhilst the flow is convecting
throughthe region of influenceof the screen.The validityof this
assumptioncan be assessedusing the results of the atmosphericturbu-
lenc___n!odeldescribedin the Phase I Report.A typical value for
• _____)_2 in the atmospherenear the ground is .3, however,at the
screen,there is a superimposedvelocityfield due to the engine opera-
tion. For a JT9D at approachand a screen mountedat 4m. radius, this
velocitywill be about 7 m./sec.The typicalmean atmosphericvelocity
used to compute a value of .3 was 2.68 m./sec., so that when the engine
inflow field is imposedon the atmosphere,an overall intensityon the
averageof .3 x 2.68/4.84= .167 at the screenwould be expected.Con-
sequently,the lineartheory criterionis marginallysatisfiedfor a
static test situation.In addition,the satisfactionof this criterion
means that the incidentflow angles are sufficientlysmall so that the
constancyof _ and K is assuredand the expressionsfor these factors
are valid. The flow does not sufferfrom compressibilityin this re-
gion. The change in the turbulencefield across the screen is thus
probablyreasonablywell approximatedby the linearmodels. However,
the subsequenttendency to isotropywhich apparentlyis greater accord-
ing to the extent of the anisotropyof the field is not modeled.
In view of the nature of the return to isotropyas describedby Town-
send (45) in which there is a rapid readjustmentfollowed by a very
slow return to isotropy,it is probablythat neither the anisotropic
nor the isotropicform of the simplemodel will exactly describethe
phenomenon.The anisotropicform of Equations45 and 46 will over esti-
mate the distortionof the turbulencefield by the screen while the
isotropicform of Equation47 will underestimatethat distortion.Hence
the two forms put bounds on the values of the turbulentvelocityra-
tios, and can be used in this manner.The data gathered in the Phase II
task of test programwill be used to selectthe model that best des-
cribes the data and also to provide an empiricalcorrectionto that
model.
??
8.7 DistortionsInducedBy Screens
A simple model has been presentedthat describesthe phenomenonof tur-
bulenceconvectedthrough gauze type and honeycombscreens.The model
does not consider self-generateddistortionsof which there are two
types: one generatedby unsteady deflectionof the screen and the other
consistingof the wakes and vortices shed from screen elements.The
subjectof screen deflectionis discussedfirst.
If the screen is exposedto an unsteadyvorticalflow and deflects
under the correspondingunsteadyapplied torque,then, as the applied
torque varies,so will the screen torsionaldeflectionthus impartinga
swirlingmotion to the flow. The screen,then, in additionto suppress-
ing vorticity in the flow, can also add vorticity.This effect can be
importantif the screen deflects significantlyas an eddy passes
throughit. For after the eddy has passed,the screenwill unwind and
thereby impart a swirl to the flow that is coherent roughlyover the
area of the initial eddy. Thus eddies having scales that result in sig-
nificantturbulencerotor interactionnoise levelsmay not be effec-
tively suppressed.It is, therefore,necessarythat this type of screen
induceddistortionbe minimized by eithermaking the screen sufficient-
ly torsionallyrigid or mounting anotherscreen downstreamof it.
The other type of screen-induceddistortion,that due to the wake of
the screen, in general,will not be significantas regards turbulence-
rotor interactionnoise in view of the very small scales involved.
However,wakes and vorticesshed from screen structuralsupportmembers
may be important. This latter distortioncan be effectivelyminimized
by design or by suppressionafter it has been generated.
8.8 Conclusions
The theory developedby Taylor and Batchelorfor the effect of a screen
on small turbulentfluctuationshas been discussed.Their linear theory
does not accountfor turbulenceinertialeffects in the vicinityof the
screen and thus the tendencyto isotropyobserved by Townsend and
others is not described.A simplifiedform of the results of Taylor and
Batchelorproduces predictionsthat are in reasonableagreementwith
the more rigorous theory predictions.This simplifiedmodel relates
pre-screenand post screen turbulencecharacteristicsin terms of the
flow angle ratio _ , and pressure drop coefficient K , of the screen
and these relationsare
o The turbulencekineticenergy ratio
"
_ ?(, +
?8
o The componentmean square velocityratios
o The length scale ratios
L'_t,, = Lii..,,
o The power spectraldensityratios
(k#)= F ACki)
Taylor and Batchelor's theory is applicablefor situations where the
flow perceivedthe screen as a homogeneousdevice,i.e., where turbu-
lence scales are large comparedto a characteristictransversescreen
dimensions.Also a thin screen is assumed•It was demonstratedthat the
model is applicableto honeycombtype screens if they appear thin to
the turbulentflow field, i.e., the turbulentscales are large compared
to the honeycomblength•The forms of _ and K are differentfor
these two types of screens.The expressionsidentifiedfor these
quantitiesare:
o For gauze screensor perforatedplate
K = cc(i.s) /
/.I
: (_, K>.-I
._ 8-K K< q8-K
where Cc is the hole contractioncoefficientand s is the screen
solidity.
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o For honeycomb screens
.31Z,q _ turbulentK- d
Iaminar
where _F is the length to diameter ratio of the honeycomb.
The expressionsfor honeycombpressuredrop coefficientare solely
based on pipe friction.It is possiblethat there is a significantcon-
tributionto this quantityfrom other componentsof the honeycombform
drag.
The distortionsgeneratedby the screen itselfwere also discussedand
in summarythese are:
o Small scale turbulencedeterminedby the detailednature of
the screen and insignificantas regardsthe generationof tone
noise.
o Wakes and vorticesgeneratedat screen supportstructureand
at screen discontinuitiesthat are possibly significantin the
generationof tone noise.
o Distortionscaused by deflectionof the screen,upon removal
of torquesapplied to the screen by upstreamunsteadydistor-
tions. These could be of importancein tone generation.
The lattertwo self induceddistortiontypes can be readilyavoided or
eliminatedby proper design.
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9.0 THE EFFECTOF A FLOWCONTRACTIONAND SCREENINGON A
STEADYDISTORTION(PhaseIITask D )
9.1 Introduction
Atmosphericturbulence,as discussedpreviously,is not the sole source
of distortionof the inflowto an engine.The engine itself inducesa
velocityfield over adjacentsurfaces and therebyproduces distortions
to the flow such as wakes and vortices.Also the general asymmetryof
the test stand situationresults in a non-uniforminflowto the engine.
These self-generateddistortionsare somewhatunsteady,due in part to
the viscous effectsat the generatingsurfaceand in part, due to modu-
lation of the distortionby atmosphericturbulenceand engine speed
variations.Furthermore,the inflow distortionfield is inhomogeneous
and thus when it is modulated, it is perceivedby a fixed transducerto
be non-stationary.The modulatingflow is at low frequency,so that
over some period of time, the flow over the generatingsurfacemay be
consideredto be steady. Therefore,approximately,the effect of the
modulation is to changethe positionof the distortionbut not its
structure.Thus in a frame of referenceattachedto the distortion,the
velocityfield is deterministic,approximately,and the mean value of
the distortionvelocityfield exists. The phenomenonso described,may
be termed "quasi-steady"in that the nature of the distortionas viewed
from a frame attachedto itself is approximatelythe same as that of a
distortionfrom the same generatingsurfacein a steady flow.
The vortexattached to the ground plane may be consideredquasi-steady.
It does exhibit intermittentgrowth and destruction(51), however,its
structureis well definedover periodsof time long compared to a rotor
period and may thereforebe treated as a steady distortion.
This sectionis concernedwith the modificationof the mean value of
the velocityfield associatedwith these types of distortion.The mod-
els used are substantiallythose describedin Sections 7 and 8.
9.2 Contractionof a Steady Distortion
In Section 7, it was determinedthat distortionsof the streamwiseve-
locity componentwere attenuated,by a contraction,accordingto
U,_ _, (63)
The steady velocitycomponentof a wake will in addition be modified by
dissipationthrough viscosityover the lengthof the contraction.The
attenuationof Equation63 is thereforea lower bound on the amount by
which a wake will be suppressed.The contractionof a dissipativewake
will now be considered.
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The characteristicsof the wake at the fan face of most interestfrom
the point of view of fan noise generationare its width and velocity
deficit.These characteristicsare assumedto evolve accordingto
/_ UI )(',?. (64) ,,..
,6-oc X'/"(Coa)w
which correspondsto the developmentof the far wake of a rod of diame-
ter _ and drag coefficient_D •
Further,to permit a tractablemodel to be constructedusing existing
theories for wake contractionand dissipation,it is assumedthat this
wake develops throughthe contractionin alternatingpurelydissipative
regions and instantaneouscontractions.In this manner, the contraction
characteristiccan be approximatedby a series of steps, see Figure 34.
Each dissipativeregion is characterizedby a value of zZloo_Cm_ ,and
W . The latter quantitiesin any dissipativeregion can be considered
to be the virtualcharacteristicsthat, in a uniform flow, will produce
the same wake as that presentin the dissipativeregion. In the limit
of an infinitenumber of dissipativeregions of infinitesimalextent
CDa and X , like Uloo, become continuousfunctions of position.In
this limit, the wake characteristicsatrocan be related to some
referencewake characteristicsat such that
/_Ul(r) U,oo(r).]G_(r)€_ '/z
z_U,(ro)_ 'CDa(ro)}{X(_°)}: _ (65)
b(r)_ JXCr){'_Co=(r)l'j"
b(ro)IX(_o)J IC_a(r5l (66)
Now U1_(r) is defined directly by the flow speed in the contraction, so
that the problem is reduced to finding CD: (r) and X (r), the virtual
characteristics of the wake. It can be shown that these become
(Appendix F)
ro (68)
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Figure 34 The approximationof the contractioncharacteristic.
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In the limit of a uniform flow, Equations 65 and 66 degenerate to the
purely dissipative forms and conversely for the zero dissipation situa-
tion the contraction form alone is recovered. If a contraction charac-
teristic of the type
is assumed which corresponds to a linear variation in velocity through
the contraction, 65 and 66 reduce to
X(.o) (70)
These expressions were evaluated and the results shown in Figures 35
and 36. As was expected, the alleviation of the velocity deficit by
aissipation is accentuated by the contraction. The wake width, however,
can either increase or decrease through a contraction depending on the
relative strengths of the two effects. It should be noted that Equa-
tions 70 and 71 are the results for a two-dimensional self similar wake
convected through a one dimensional flow contraction. These expressions
will be assessed using the results from the test program.
Consideration of the constancy of circulation in Section 7 leads to the
relationship between transverse velocities in a vortex upstream and
downstream of a contraction. It was found that
This expression will be used to define the effects of contraction on
steady or quasi-steady vortical flows. However, these expressions do
not tell the whole story. A vortex convected through a contraction will
also experience changes in the axial velocity component. Batchelor (53)
states that "acceleration of the fluid outside of the vortex leads to a
change of axial velocity of the fluid within the vortex which is in the
same direction and of greater magnitude than that outside". This effect
will be studied in greater detail once test data from the test programbecomes available.
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Figure 35 The contraction of a viscous wake on the effect on wake width.
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Figure 36 The contractionof a viscouswake on the effecton wake
velocitydeficit.
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9.3 The Effect of a Screen on a Steady Distortion
The modification of a steady distortion by a screen is described by
Equations 41 and 43, which were developed to define the effects of the
screen on turbulence. Figures 37 and 38 show how the steady velocity
components are attenuated by honeycomb and gauze type screens in terms
of their characteristic parameters (length to diameter ratio and so-
l idity, respectively).
The constraints on these expressions are that the distortions are small
compared to the mean flow velocity at the screen. In the static test
situation, this constraint is probably satisfied by the distortion in
the streamwise velocity component. However, the transverse velocities
encountered in a ground vortex may, at the screen be substantial.
Again, the data from the test program will be used to modify the model
as required to account for this.
9.4 Conclusions
In summary, the effect of contraction and screening on steady or quasi-
steady distortions is modelled by Equations 70, 71 and 72 for contrac-
tion and Equations 41 and 43 for screening.
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10.0 THE ACOUSTIC TRANSMISSION LOSS OF AN INFLOW
CONTROL SCREEN (PHASE II TASK E)
10.1 Introduction
The inflow control screen mounted upstream of the inlet constitutes an
obstruction to the acoustic radiation from the engine inlet. The nature
of this Dbstruction and its effect on the radiation field are deter-
mined by the geometrical and structural chacteristics of the screen
together with the mean throughflow t and the incident sound field. The
effect of this obstruction is to produce a reflected field on the
source side of the screen in addition to the incident field t and on the
opposite side of the screen t a transmitted field. The interaction of
the sound field and the screen is very complex and the problem has not t
in general t been solved. FortunatelYt if certain assumptions are made
that are reasonable for some practical situations t the problem becomes
tractable.
The first assumption is that the wavelength of the incident field is
large compared to the screen aperture size. SecondlYt the number of
apertures per unit area is assumed sufficiently large and uniformly
di stri buted so that at some sma-ll di stance E t on either si de of the
screen t the radiation impedance is constant. (Figure 39)
The consequence of the first requirement is that the pressure is in
phase over the aperture and thus the particle velocity of the fluid in
the aperture is approximately nqrmal to the screen plane. This leads to
the view of a II locally reacting ll screen t the characteristic of which is
that in the vicinity of the screen for any given condition t the pres-
sure and particle velocity at a point on one side are solely related to
those quantities at the corresponding point on the opposite side (Fig-
ure 39). The second assumption provides a plane on either side of the
screen containing all of these points and thus the acoustic character-
istics of the screen can be defined in terms of the radiation impedance
at the E planes; i.e' t two complex numbers. In addition t the locally
reacting screen assumption t leads to the deduction that the form of the
transmitted field is the same as that of the incident sound field t its
amplitude and phase being different. Afurther reasonable assumption is
commonly made for transmission through thin screens t namelYt that the
wavelength of the incident field is large compared to the screen thick-
ness. The screen is thus assumed to be acoustically thin. In this
situation the pressure is approximately in phase through the screen and
the fluid moves as a solid body in the aperture. When this occurs t the
continuity equation provides a relationship between the particle velo-
cities at the E planes (they are equal in amplitude and phase) and the
acoustic character of the screen is conventionally described in terms
of a single quantitYt the screen impedance.
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In view of the wide-spreaduse of perforatedplate as a lining material
much work has been done on the impedanceon this type of structure.The
dependanceof the impedanceon the various pertinent parameters,i.e.,
flow, incidentsound level and screen geometry has been examined. In-
variably a single orifice has been examined (54), (55) from which using
the second and third assumptionsthe screen impedanceis readily de-
duced. The most commonlyconsideredflow conditionhas been a grazing
flow since this is encounteredmuch in practice(56), (57). However,
Ingard and Ising (54) among others,have made measurementsof the im-
pedanceof orificesin the presence of normallyincident flow. Their
measurementsof the resistivecomponentof the impedanceindicate,
above a certainflow speed, a linear dependanceon that quantity.This
lends weight to the view that in this region the acoustic pressureloss
is due to the same mechanism (jetting)as the mean pressureloss and
can thus be determinedfrom the pressuredrop coefficient.At speeds
approachingand includingzero, the viscousdissipationin the acoustic
boundaryIayer controls the resistance term. The reactive component,
they found, is approximatelythe same as the no-flowvalue at low
speeds. It should be noted that the reactive part of the impedanceis
determinedby the inertiaof the air in the holes, and sincethe air
adjacentto the screen at the aperturesis also carried along, there is
an additionalcontributionto the inertiathat must be accountedfor.
These so called end correctionsare thus apparentlyunchangedby a low
incidentthroughflow,in contrastto the situationof a grazingflow in
which the attachedair mass is blown away at very low flow speeds (56).
For honeycomb,the large wavelengthto cell depth requirementmay or
may not be satisfied.In the former situationthe acousticallythin
screen approach is directlyapplicableprovidedthe currentscreen im-
pedanceis determined.If the wavelengthis not large comparedto the
cell depth the flow in the cell may no longer be consideredincompress-
ible. However,the "locallyreacting"phenomenonleads to the notion
that the field propagatesthroughthe cells as plane waves and this
observationallows the problemto be solved.
On the test stand for enginesin the size rangeof the JT9D and JTI5D
it is anticipatedthat the screen designwill be such that the assump-
tion of a locallyreactingand acousticallyhomogeneousscreen will be
appropriate.
10.2 Theory
For the full scale test situationit is anticipatedthat the screen
will be in the acousticfar field of the enginefor a substantialpart
of the frequencyrange of interest°For the JT9D engine this criterion
is satisfiedfor frequenciesabove roughly lO00 Hz if the screeningis
1,5 diameters away. For the JTI5D with the screeninglocatedat the
same number of diametersaway, the far field criterionis satisfied
only above around 3500 Hz. Furthermorein most ICS designs,the screen
elements are far enoughfrom the sourcethat the incidentsound field
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may be represented by a summation of plane waves and thus, in view of
the linearity of the acoustic fields being examined, it is sufficient
to solve the problem for one incident plane wave only. This is done for
the acoustically thin screen (perforated plate) and also for honeycomb.
The assumption of locally reacting homogeneous screens is, of course,al so made.
10.2.1 The Acoustically Thin Screen (Perforated Plate)
For a normally incident flow (Figure 40) the convected wave equation is
satisfied on both the upstream and downstream side of the screen byplane waves of form
= P " (73)
The corresponding particle velocity field is
z"(_ or - oot,) (74)
With, in particular, the magnitude of the component in the x-direction
being given as,
= . ¢'ose ._ (75)uz - P.,
The sign depending on the direction of wave propagation. The acous-
tically thin screen assumption, which implies that the fluid between
the _ planes is incompressible, allows the normal particle velocities
on these surfaces to be equated.
& (76)
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The locallyreactingscreenproducesa relationshipbetweentransmitted
and incidentfieldsso that
_z " 8_- (77)
The matching of the trace wavelengthon the incident_ plane for the
reflectedand incidentwaves togetherwith the constant value of fre-
quency in these two fields leads to
/ +A'Ico_;e= /+A'/cose R
= (78)
Finally the acoustic pressure balance between the _ planes yields
Px #P_ =pT _]_s U,r (79)
Where _ is the screen impedance A_
Solving these equations simultaneously allows expressions for the
transmission and reflection coefficient to be found.
and
_= (81)
where ,_ : -M-_ 7" _/'T__'Mz - /
(m z. T _) cos e.z. (82)
/ +/If_osexT-
$/'_8r
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For the limiting case when M <4 1 which corresponds to the situation
at inflow control structures,_(_sec(_. The normally incident wave is
attenuated most and this occurs when (gz=O. Incorporating these two
conditions into Equation 81 and taking the absolute value of the trans-
mission coefficient
where _m has been replaced by _-/-.Z_.
Now if the resistance is due to jetting then
_. = p KU_ (84)
ana from Ingard and Ising the reactive component may be written
Z _ ..,",.,.,('._.4 (85)
Those authors note that the end correction _ varies from .85d to zero
as the open area ratio or goes from high to low solidity. This expres-
sion becomes increasingly in error as the limits of or are reached.
However, in the mid solidity range 6 may be approximated by (1- or)_,
thus Equation 85 becomes
z ---" q (86)
substituting the expressions for_ and 3_ in Equation 83 produces
p_"I,,_,qx (87)
if
K__ 0 (I)_ Y:._en K! _< 22. =
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and
This transmission loss expression is plotted in terms of dB for a 50%
open area screen in Figure 41. In Figure 42 the loss as a function of
frequency is shown for the perforated plate used in the JNRPdeveloped
inflow control screens. The perforated plate having 51% open area, .3cm
thick and with .47cm diameter holes has significant transmission loss
at the higher frequencies while the perforated plate having 46% open
area, .08cm thick and with .16cm diameter holes has a loss less then 1
dB at all frequencies of interest. Even though these curves show that
normal incidence transmission characteristics, the range of incidence
angles encountered in practice will not materially alter these curves.
If the criterion for a perforated plate is that the transmission loss
must be less than 1 dB at all frequencies, and if the maximumfrequency
of interest is I0 kHz, Equation 88 leads to
This expression is subject to the constraints of the analysis and the
range over which the reactance expression is valid. The honeycomb pre-
sents a different problem for invariably it cannot be considered acous-
tically thin over the frequency range of interest.
10.2.2 The Acoustically Thick and Low Solidity Screen (Honeycomb)
The honeycomb screen problem, while it can be formulated in terms of
the radiation impedances at its surfaces, is not particularly illumina-
ted by this approach. The assumption of a locally reacting acoustically
homogeneous screen results in the sound field propagating through the
honeycomb cells as plane waves. In addition the low mean flows encoun-
tered in practice by these screens produce an angle of reflection that
is equal, to a good approximation, to the angle of incidence (Figure
43). Viscous effects will be ignored in view of the low pressure drop
coefficient and a single reflection only will be assumed to occur in
the honeycomb cells.
The plane wave_ in the incident and reflected fields are of the form
.._ : pe (90)
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Figure 41 Perforatedplate transmissionloss.
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Figure 42 The transmissionloss of JNRP developedperforatedplate.
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withaxialcomponents
_-_-_ (91)
The transmittedwave while of the same form is displacedby some phase
that at this point is unknownand hence that pressurefield canbe rep-
"' resented by
_r = Pr e -_'_t (92)
where DT is complex.
In the honeycombcells,thewavesareof theform
= P_ (93')
_, = Z :z_ (94)
Now at the ends of the honeycomb (whichcorrespondvery closely to
the _ planes)both acoustic pressureand normal velocityfields must
match and so at xI= O
pz Y"p_ = p, Y"pa (95)
Pz. coso - PR coso = p,-pz (96)
At X I =-_
PI _ €"pae = pT
(97)
-Pa e = pTeo$O (98)
lOl
These four equations are in five unknowns and thus can be solved simul-
taneously for the transmission and reflection coefficient
2
I : o s,n ':..#ip_ 51doS2e #"Sizl qOS/'_ 2__/_ (99)
P
gros"o_-s;,__osin_z .4. (10o)
In the angle of incidence range encountered by the inflow control
structures this transmission coefficient is effectively unity for all
frequencies. As for the perforated plate this observation is qualified
by the assumptions on which the analysis rests.
10.3 Conclusions
The experience for the acoustic transmission loss of perforated plate
type and honeycomb type screens that are presented here are
TL = /o _ IY" _,_, l .(l-_}d "
for perforated plate
I "-/_os=e j
for honeycomb.
At the low mean flow speeds to which an inflow control structure is
exposeo the honeycomb is acoustically transparent and perforated plate
has a transmission loss that is controlled by the reactance of the
screen. In view of the frequency dependance of the perforated plate
reactance, significant transmission loss can occur at the higher fre-
quencies.
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ll.O THE DIRECTIVITYEFFECTSOF SCREEN COMPONENTS
(PHASE II TASK)
ll.l IntrOduction
While the transmissionloss associatedwith both honeycomband gauze
type screens can be confinedto l dB, the structuresupportingthe pan-
els can providesome modificationof the radiationfield. In fact, any
discontinuityin the inflow controlscreen will cause some change in
the directivitypatternof the source. Ideally,the screensshould be
constructedsuch that discontinuitiesdo not exist, but within the con-
straints imposedwhen operatingon a test stand,this is not possible
althoughthe inflow controlstructuresdesignedand built under the
JNRP come prettyclose to the ideal in this respect.Other smaller
scale screens (27, 28, 29, and 31) also exhibit a minimal amount of
discontinuityin their structure.
In structureswhere there are significantdiscontinuitiesin the pro-
file, caused by either supportstructureor the intersectionof honey-
comb sections,some modificationto the radiationfield is anticipated.
The magnitude and extent of the directivitychange is dependenton the
source,so that differentsourcesradiatingthroughthe same screen
will experiencedifferentdirectivitychanges. In general,then, an
engine operatingat differentconditionswill produceradiationfields
that are modified differentlyby the screen at each condition.The
model developedin this sectionis of a simple sourceradiatingthrough
a corner betweentwo adjacent honeycombpanels.The accuracyof this
model is determinedby comparisonwith measurementsmade of the phe-
nomenon.
II.2 The Model
The model described here will be used to predict the effects on acous-
tic directivity patterns of ICS honeycomb panel intersections. This
model may also be used to determine the effect of structural members on
the sound field, however, the present discussion is confined to a
honeycomb corner.
The source of sound at the test stand is, of course, the engine, and
since the size of this source is not small compared to the distance to
the screen, the source cannot be considered to occur at a point. If
however, this source can be represented by a distribution of simple
sources and if further the wave equation governs the propagation, then
the resultant radiation field may be constructed by superposition of
the radiation fields due to each source. Now, by the time a wave emit-
ted from one of these sources reaches a corner, its radius of curvature
is large compared to a typical corner dimension and therefore may be
considered locally plane. Furthermore, as noted in Section II, if the
wavelength of the wave is large compared to the honeycomb cell size,
the wave propagates through each cell as a plane wave, then reforms on
the other side as a wave whose direction is unchanged, Figure 44.
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Considernow a field point that receivessignificantcontributionsto
the fluctuatingpressurelevel through each of the adjacentpanels.
Usually,the source will not lie on the line of symmetryof the corner,
and so rays passingthrough the adjacentpanels will travel along dif-
ferent paths,with differentpath lengthsto reach the field point. The
two rays will consequentlyinterferewith each other after they have
passedthrough the honeycombstructure (Figure44) (N.B. for simplici-
ty, Figure 44 shows the source and field point lying in a plane normal
to the corner panels).In general,this is not the case. The nature of
the interferencedependson the source signalfor a given geometry and
for linear radiation, it is sufficientto solve the problemof a point
monopole radiatingat a singlefrequency.More complex sourcescan be
determinedby superposition.
The phenomenonthat wilI be modelled is then the interferenceeffects
experiencedin the far field of a monochromaticsource due to the pres-
ence of a honeycombcorner. The model chosen is shown in Figure 45
(N.B. again, as in Figure 44, for simplicity,both source and field
point are shown lying in a plane normal to the corner panels,the model
is not limitedto this case). It is three dimensional.It consists of
two parallelsemi-infiniteand totally reflectingplanes,on the oppos-
ing sides of which are two simple sourcesof the same frequency.The
distance betweenthe planes is relatedto the blockageof the corner.
The phase relationshipsof the two sources is determinedby the path
lengthdifferenceof the waves passingthrough the adjacent panels.The
distance of the sourcesfrom the plane boundary is the distancefrom
the source to the corner.
The model then, exhibits all the importantcharacteristicsof the phe-
nomenon.
To find the solutionto this problem,a look at the diffractionpattern
for a singlesource and plate is beneficial(Figure46) becausethe two
plate solutionmay be constructedfrom the single plate solution,by
super-position,in view of the linearityof the problem.
The solution is presentedby Bowman,Seniorand Uslenghi in (58)and is
9iven for the velocitypotentialat the field point (R,@).
I
- ../ z,R)v, (IOi)
where
_-#[_,K/-/K'/'n_) "/"Vd for O<@__Tr+fn
- --V_ for O__-Tr
This expressionmay be simplified(AppendixF) by requiringthat
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Figure 44 Interferenceand transmissioneffectsin honeycomb.
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Figure 45 The diffractionmodel.
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Figure 46 A point source on a semi infiniteplane.
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iThe validityof these and subsequentassumptionsin this sectionwill
be examined in Section ll.4).
A simpleexpressionfor the velocitypotentialcan be obtained in terms
of Fresnel integralsand is
The Fresnel integrals0 and S , are functions of m , which for a
fixed value of R and _ means that they are functionsonly of the
field point angularposition @ and the coordinatealong the
corner _ . The expressionsfor them are
6' fo
(I03)
Now notingthat the intensityin the far field is proportionalto the
squareof the amplitudeof the velocitypotential(i.e.t/z_*), the
intensitycan be written as shown in EquationI04, and may be plotted
as a function of • for a given R, _o and _ . A typical shape is
shown in Figure 47. 'In generalthe shadow is not sharp edged and the
boundaryis characterizedby a diffractionpatternwith interference
fringes on the source side of the plane.This shape is due to the
Fresnel integrals.
Intensity o(_ / 1_/ " / _I (I04)
It is noted,that this form for the intensityis identicalto that pro-
duced for the case of Fresneldiffractionaround a half plane, (59).
Apparentlythe 2#,_o _,_>>I constitutesa definitionof Fresnel
diffractionfor this geometry.
Using the solutionto the single plane problemthe solutionfor the
model, Figure 48, can be found, by superposition,and in terms of the
velocitypotential is
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Figure 47 A typicaldiffractionpattern.
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( R', _)
Ru = [R '2 +_ -- R'h sin _] ½
4
_ R£= [R '2+Z +R'hsin_]%4
\\ - _ ,o:,<+_0_-._ooosoo,_
Ru l _£= [R£2+_O2--2R£_0 c°s_£]½
mu°+ VE
__ +__ _ o
u h
t m£ - VE Vu -- VE _ _0 JS£
m£ + VE
J = at
(_u= c°s'l[_ cos • ]
Ru
(1).£= cos'!1[ R' cos d#]
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Figure 48 The geometryof the model.
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The subscriptsu,l referto the upperand lowersources,and _ is
the phasedifferencebetweenthe sources.
There are three distinctregions of the field - firstly, where rn_is .v_
and m3. is -ve, correspondingto field points that are exposed to the
incidentfields of the upper source but in the shadow of the lower. The
o second regime is the converse,while the third consists of those posi-
tions in the geometricshadow of both (Figure48). The intensitycan
thus be written, (withina constant)as
[I!I
(I06)
[ " ]
The first two terms are the separatecontributionsfrom each source,
while the third and fourth are due to the interferencebetweenthem.
In this expressionall distancesappear as a productwith the wave num-
ber _ . For ease of computationthe field point is referencedto an
origin halfwaybetwenthe two sourcesand the relevantrelationships
are shown in Figure 48.
At this point, it is necessaryto relate the parametersof the model to
the geometry of the honeycombcorner.The plate separation, A and
source phase difference _ , may be determinedfrom the geometryof Fig-
ure 4b in terms of the corner angle, B , honeycombdepth, Jb , and
incidenceangle e so that
/1 = 2 _ _os _2 _os e
£1"n e (107)
There is an assumptionimplicitin the above expressionfor the phase
factor; it is that ray tracing is valid for determiningthis factor.To
quantify the range of validity,it is noted that geometricacoustic
techniquesare valid when _>>I where o. is a characteristicdimension
normal to the propagationdirection.This is also the region in which
scatteringis referredto as diffraction.Since as noted previously,
the model is a diffractionmodel, when the conditionthat_o_be large
is not satisfied,neither the phase calculationnor the use of the
model is valid.
The intensity in Equation 106 is divided by a reference intensity and
converted to dB. This process is described in the following section.
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11.3 Comparison BetweenExperiment and Theory
As part of Phase II, Task F, measurementswere made to determinethe
directivityeffect of a honeycombcorner with a view to assessingthe
theoreticalmodel. This test programwas performedin an anechoiccham-
ber at X-206 stand, Figure 49.
Briefly,a honeycombcorner was set up in the anechoicchamber and ex-
posed to a driver .91cm feet away (Figure50). An array of microphones
at a radius of 15 feet was used to measurethe transmittedsound field.
50 and i0oThe incident angle, (9, could be varied between 0o, ,
The honeycombwas 7.62cm inchesthick with an includedangle of 135o
betweenpanels.Cell size was .95cm in diameter.The source was driven
at nominally,2kHz, 5kHz, and 9kHz and was not omnidirectionalin the
angle range of interest.The corner was covered by tape in order to
preventsound leakingthrough it.
Two types of tape were used; a green cloth tape and an aluminumtape.
No substantialdifferencewas observed between data gatheredfrom the
two situations,except for the 2kHz case at 50 incidence.Here it is
conjecturedthat an inadvertantconfigurationchange was made in the
aluminum tape case (e.g.,moving of absorbingmaterial in the anechoic
chamber).
The measured directivitypatterns are shown in Figures 51 through 59.
These were obtained by subtractingthe levels obtained with the corner
in place from those obtainedwithout it. In general,the directivity
changesincreasewith the frequency, indicatingthat the corner is more
disruptiveto the radiationfield as the incidentsound wavelengths
decrease.In addition,there is, at the two higher frequencies,a local
maximum in sound pressurelevel directlybehindthe corner as viewed
from the source,at zero incidencethere is no shadow zone behind the
corner,the directivitypatterns being seeminglyarbitraryto the in-
tuitiveeye. These patterns are compared with those obtainedfrom the
model in these same figures.
To obtain directivitypatternsfrom the model it was necessaryto de-
termine a referencelevel.This was done by observingthat the inter-
ferenceoccurred predominantlyat a range of angles in the vicinityof
the source - corner axis, and outside of this range the intensitylev-
els were substantiallyconstant. It was this constant level that was
used as the reference (or corner removed) level.
In the table of Figure 60, two quantitiesare shown that provide an -
assessmentof the model. The first is the mean differencebetweenthe
measured and predicteddirectivitypatterns.The second is the standard
deviationof the measured data from the theoreticaldirectivitypat-
tern. These quantitiesare computedfor each configurationand are used
together with the comparisonsof measured and theoreticalpredictions,
shown in Figures 51 through 59 to providethe followingassessmentof
the model.
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Figure 49 A schematicdiagramof the anechoicchamber.
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Figure 50 The test configuration.
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Figure 51 Diffractionat honeycombco_ner comparisonof measurement
and prediction.
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Figure 52 Diffractionat honeycombcorner comparisonof measurement
and prediction.
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Figure 53 Diffractionat honeycombcorner comparisonof measurement
and prediction.
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Figure 54 Diffractionat honeycombcorner comparisonof measurement
and prediction.
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Figure 55 Diffractionat honeycombcorner comparisonof measurement
and prediction.
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Figure 56 Diffractionat honeycombcorner comparisonof measurement
and prediction.
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Figure 57 Diffractionat honeycombcorner comparisonof measurement
' and prediction.
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Figure 58 Diffractionat honeycombcorner comparisonof measurement
and prediction.
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FREQUENCY 2KHz 5KHz 9KHz
ANGLE OF
INCIDENCE S.D. S.D. S.D,
MEAN FROM MEAN FROM MEAN FROM
f DIFF. THEORY DIFF. THEORY DIFF. THEORY
0° 0.54 0.875 0.23 0.673 0.19 0.951
5° 0.29 0.969 0.45 0.793 0.79 1.t38
10° 0.4 0.883 -0.22 0.546 0.71 1.248
FIGURE 11.3.12 VALUES OF (i) THE MEAN DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEASUREMENT AND
THEORETICAL PREDICTION
(ii) THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE MEASUREMENT FROM
THE THEORETICAL PREDICTION IN dB.
Figure 60 The values of (i) the mean differencebetweenmeasurement
and prediction,(ii) the standard deviationof the
measurementfrom the predictionin dB.
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At 2kHz, all cases indicatethat the levels are predictedwell in an
absolute sense and that the shape is well reproduced.The 50 inci-
dence case is not predictedas well on either count as the other two.
This isdue to 3 data points around 130o taken for the aluminum tape
configurationand these points are in conflictwith the green tape mea-
surements,which indicatesthat there were other differencesbetween
the configurations.
At 5kHz, both absolute levels and shape are very well predicted. In
this case, it is apparentthat the model is very impressive.
At 9kHz, a superficialglance indicatesthat the shapes are reasonably
well predictedwith absolute levels not very impressive,however, there
are some alleviatingconsiderations.Firstly, at this frequency small
variationsin angularpositionresult in large changesin level.
The position accuracyof the microphonehas been estimatedat I/2o.
Such a variationwould cause large variationsin the two parametersof
Figure 60 particularlyfor the lOo incidencecase. Thus at this high
frequencycase, errors can be attributedto measurementpositionerror
as well as model error, and discriminationbetweenthem is difficult.
Neglectingall alleviatingconsiderations,however, upon averagingover
all tests, 74% of the data was within l dB of the predictions.The IdB
figure is chosen since this is the error bound of measured SPL's. In
addition,the mean differenceobtainedby averagingover all tests is
about .38 dB and the correspondingstandarddeviationfrom the model
predictionis about .9 dB.
ll.4 Validityof the Model Assumptions
(i) 2_o >> R
For the full scale inflow controlstructure,fitted on a
JT9D, at a typical stand, 4o (the source to screen corner
distance)is about 4.57m. _(the microphonearray radius) is
4.57m.The assumptionis thus marginally valid.
For the experimentalsituation_.oWaS.91m,and _Pwas 4.57m.
The assumptionis not valid in this case.
(ii) ./#.o.>>/
For the full scale measurement situation, at a frequency of
2kHz (approximately B.P.F. at approach for JT9D), _R _ 1700.
The assumption is definitely valid.
For the experimental situation, at 2kHz,_R_ 170. Again the
assumption is valid.
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(iii) _0_ >_> /
For the full scale inflow control structure, _ is about
7.62cm. and at 2kHz, __-----.5. This was also the lowest
Value for the experimental situation. This assumption is
not valid at this frequency, but at frequencies above 5 kHz
it is probably valid.
11.5 Concluding Statements
In spite of the violation of two model assumptions by the experimental
arrangement, the theory produces predictions that are quite close to
the measured directivity patterns. In addition, the full test situation
will tend to meet one of these assumptions better. Consequently, this
model can be used with some confidence in the full scale case.
The application of this model to a distributed source can be implemen-
ted by summing the contributions to the far field from each individual
source region. A determination of the radiation field due to a line of
sources is currently being made.
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]2.0 IMPLICATIONSOF ANALYTICALSTUDIESTO ICS DESIGN
Based on the analytical studies reported herein, the following general
observations can be made to guide future ICS designs.
I. It is becoming increasingly apparent that the inflow distor-
tion field is not solely due to direct contraction of atmos-
pheric turbulence but also receives contributions from flow
over stand structure, ground effects, etc. The consequence of
this is that, to produce an optimum screen design for a given
engine, the immediate structural environment must be accoun-
ted for. This obviously is going to vary from stand to stand.
The most reasonable design course, given the variation in
stands seems to be to specify a worst case and design for
that. It should be noted that honeycomb and perforated plate
suppress steady as well as unsteady velocity distortions.
2. In existing inflow control structures various combinations of
honeycomb and perforated plate are used. The rationale for
using honeycomb is quite easy to understand since transverse
velocity components are amplified substantially by the sub-
sequent contraction. The use of perforated plate which sup-
presses preferentially the streamwise components is somewhat
harder to justify since the contraction strongly attenuates
this component. However, the rapid initial rate of return to
i sotrophy downstream of the screen will cause the transverse
velocity component to increase in value and thus be subse-
quently amplifiable by the contraction. The suppression of
streamwise distortions appears then desirable in order to
prevent this transfer of energy back into the transverse dis-
tortion component.
3. In order to render honeycomb transmission losses negligible,
it is necessary to design for small through-flow velocities,
on the order of 4.63 - 9.25m/s. Designs of this type require
that the honeycomb structure be located outside the inlet,
and in a region where inflow velocities are low.
4. Perforated plate transmission losses can be minimized by in-
voking Item 3 and requiring that design criterion of Equa-
tions 89 be met.
5. Directivity effects can be minimized by designing ICS's with
o a minimum of structure and discontinuities in the honeycomb
and perforated plate surfaces.
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13.0 CONCLUSIONS
I. A transfer function was developed that relates blade mounted
transducer pressure measurements to inflow normal velocity.
This function is defined in Figure 13 and will be applied to
define inflight and static fan velocity distortion field.
2. Observations of PWA/Boeing Joint Noise Program Blade Mounted
Transducer Data show that during static engine testing sig-
nificant inflow distortions can result not only from atmos-
pheric turbulence, but from the ground stand structure as
well. Furthermore, the ICS's designed by PWAand Boeing for
application to the JT9D engine were reasonably effective in
removing these distortion types. These findings are discussed
in Section 6 of this report.
3. Existing theoretical studies on the effects of contraction
and screening on flow distortion have permitted formulation
of analytical models that account for the effects of contrac-
tion and screening on steadyand unsteady flow distortions.
The models for the effects of contraction on unsteady and
steady distortions are given in Equations 20, 21, 22, and 70,
71, 72, respectively. The models for the effects of screening
on unsteady and steady distortions are given by Equations 45,
46, 48, 49, and 41, 43, respectively.
4. Models accounting for the effects of honeycomb and screen on
acoustic transmission loss were developed and are given by
Equations I00 and 88.
5. A model accounting for the effects of honeycomb and structure
on acoustic directivity patterns was developed and shown to
agree well with experimental data. This model is given by
Equation 106.
6. Based on the studies carried out in Phases I and II of this
contract, guidelines for future ICS designs were identified.
These guidelines are discussed in Section 12 of this report.
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APPENDIXA
The Power Spectral Density of the Unsteady Upwash Velocity Component of
the Inflow Field
To determine the blade mounted transducer (BMT) response function it is
necessary in part to relate the upwash velocity power spectral density
to the measurements made by a hot film probe. This probe measures the
streamwise and the circumferential component of the unsteady velocity
field. The relationships between these various velocity components is
shown in Figure 4.
By considering the rotation of the coordinate system it is seen that
ue _- = - u, (t) cos ¥ * u_(e) s,_ _" (Io8)
Taking the Fourier transform of 108 yields
(_)_ .(_) (lo9)
The power spectral density is proportional to ,j-r_(c_) ,_*(co)so that the
relationships between the power spectral densities of the various ve-
locity components is
(110)
2
Robson (60) has considered the general problem of the effect of angular
rotation on spectral quantities and derives an expression corresponding
to II0, There is, however, a misprint in that expression.
Estimates of the various terms in Equation II0 on an order of magnitude
basis for the case of static operation of a JT9D at an approach power
lsetting allows some simplification of the expression.
According to hot film measurement and analysis, in the tip region not
in the boundary Iayer,
F,(_)F,(_) (Ill)
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Now the magnitudeof the real part of the cross spectral densityfunc-
tionmust be less than the total magnitude of the function or,
but from EquationIll
Therefore,
(114)
Now in addition,in the vicinityof the tip the blade relativeflow
angle,_'_ 30o.
Thus the order of magnitudeof the terms in Equation llO become, for
the static JT9D case under consideration;
f_ (_')='"Zsfz(_)*'2sOIlO_(w)I _=0 {'3fz((_)} (115)
Therefore the term containing the real part of the cross spectral den-
sity is small compared to the sum of the other two terms and thus may
be neglected. For this case, then EquationII0 may be simplifiedto
F_(w) _ F/(_) OOS2 _, _/. F_(w) S/_ 2 _ (117)
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APPENDIXB
Criteria for the Linearization of Equation 16 and the Applicability of
that Equation to the JT9D Inflight and Static Operation
As stated previously the equation of motion for an incompressible, con-
stant viscosity unsteady flow with zero mean vorticity is from Equation
16.
Dt - axi (118)
Taylor linearized this equation by neglecting the last two terms of
Equation 118 thereby recovering Cauchy's equations. The justification
for neglecting these terms is that of considering only a rapid distor-
tion. Batchelor argues that if the contraction is sufficiently rapid,
the straining of the fluid by the mean flow is the dominant effect. He
formulates the criterion for the rapid distortion as
_J_.__ _ << _ (119)
The change in the unsteady kinetic energy of the flow is that due to
the turbulence inertial effect and the viscous decay Ul average is
the mean particle velocity through the contraction. Equation 119
states that the rate of change of the turbulent kinetic energy due to
the two above mentioned effects is muF___lessthan the contraction rate.
Batchelor proceeds to approximate _ with an expression empiri-d_
cally derived for turbulence in the initial period of delay and in the
absence of mean flow gradients.
Where _ is a turbulent scale and E:/.
Substituting this expression in Equation 119 and assigning characteris-
tic values to the kinetic energy and turbulence length scale produce
the Batchelor's criterion for neglecting the last two terms in Equation
118.
,- <4
U, v D
(121)
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In terms of the initial meanflow velocity and contraction
It is noted that this inequality is always satisfied for sufficiently
large contraction rate, _ . Furthermore, on consideration of this
inequality at any point _, from the beginning of the contraction
It is immediately apparent that this inequality is satisfied for suf-
ficiently small xl . The criterion for linearization in 122 depends on
the empirical relationship 120 whose applicability to turbulence in the
presence of mean flow gradients must be questioned. It is suggested as
an alternative that the approachused by Ribner and Tucker (37) may be
more satisfactory. Those authors generate the criteria directly from
Equation 118. Thus, for neglect of the turbulence inertial and viscous
decay terms in Equation 118 it is necessary that
3x#" 3x,_ (124)
and
Considering first the turbulence inertial criteria 124, Ribner and
Tucker suggest that the dominant mean flow gradients in a typical con-
traction are _ ' _ox_ and _ox_., and these, are of comparable
magnitude. If IB is assumed that the other gradlents are zero, in-
equalities 124 reduce to
128
To determinemore useful forms of the inequalities126 the gradients
will be estimatedusing average values.This 126 becomes
<< ( 27)
G << '-°"2.-,
where d#:=_, _z, _ are Cartesianlength scales. In an axisymmetric
flow the last two inequalitiesbecome the same.
Now the resultsfrom the simplecontractionmodel are reasonablyclose
to the mean square velocityratios determinedby the Batchelorand
Proudman,Ribner and Tucker solutionsto the problem.Consequently
these simplemodel resultsmay be consideredapproximationsto the lin-
earizedtheory and as such when substitutedin 127 will provide cri-
teria for the neglectof the turbulenceinertialterms. Beforethis
substitutionis made, however,it is noted that the inequalitiesin 127
must be satisfiedeverywherein the contractionin order for the lin-
earizationof Taylor to be valid.Therefore,the inequalitieswill be
establishedat the beginningand end of the contractionand the most
constrainingcriterionwill be the minimumrequirementfor neglect of
the turbulenceinertialterms. If then the turbulencefield is assumed
initiallyisotropic,at the beginningof the contraction
---# _ =
and if isotropic turbulence is characteri.zed by spherical eddies then
and thus inequalities in 127 reduce the
Iz,.(4,-])
(128)
or ,-_ _=(_t,# _,_ (.Zt-J)
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where _ i = contractionratio
and m = contractionlength
The A subscriptdenotes the pre-contractionstation.At the end of the
contraction,using the simple model results in
(_-_,)=_ '/"¢_-D'_"-_,"_(_7_)'I"
_,.=-z,"/"4,.=.Z,"_,.
Substitutionin 127 yields
A-L_ Z) 3 a (12g)
(_7,_)' _. _,_ (-_,-/) b
D -,_Ii
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Comparingthe criteria(128,129a and 129b)titis noted that if 129b is
satisfied,all are satisfiedand so this inequalitymust be satisfied
if the turbulenceinertialterms are to be neglectedthrough the con-
traction.
Ribner and Tucker developedthe criterionfor neglectof the viscous
decay term in Equationll8 by simply requiringthat
_x i (130)
and then consideringa single shear wave they obtainedthe result that
where _ is the absolute value of the wave number vector.
If the mean flow gradientin Equation 131 is approximated,that in-
equality becomes
._' << U'AAd_'/] (132)D
It is the opinion of Ribner and Tucker that the major part of the spec-
trum will satisfythis condition. It should be noted that the viscous
neglect criterion132 is conditionalon the turbulenceinertialterm in
Equation ll8 being negligible.
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Applicationof the turbulence inertialeffect neglectcriterion129b to
a JT9D operating staticallyand in flight provides informationon the
applicabilityof the linearizedtheories to these situation.Both sides
of the inequalityare shown in the table below for both operatingen-
vironments.The values of initialturbulenceintensityare determined
from the atmosphericmodel presentedin the Phase I report of this con- _
tract.
Contraction Contraction Initial Initial
Ratio Length Scale Intensity -_im (ll-I)
(u1 )
Inflight 1.5 3m .43m .0016 .016
Statically 50 15m 3.54m .2 .077
_ h
The inequalitiesare satisfiedfor the flight case but not for static
operation.Thereforethe linear solutionapproximatedby the eddy model
is valid for the in-flightcontractionphenomenon.In static operation
however,turbulenceinertialeffects are not negligibleand consequent-
ly the tendency to isotropywill alleviatethe distortionof the turbu-
lence due to the flow contraction.In this latter case however,it is
possiblethat a reasonableestimateof the turbulentkineticenergy
change throughthe contractionis providedby the eddy model if a decay
correctionis incorporated(43).
The test programof Task F will supply informationon the effect of
non-linearcontractionson turbulence,since the linearizingrequire-
ment is not satisfiedfor the small test facility.
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APPENDIXC
The Effectof a Contractionon TurbulenceIntegralLengthScalesUsing
the LinearTheory
Usingthe resultsof Batchelorand Proudman(38)and theirnotation
I ' (133)¢,(o._.._,)=_ ¢,,(o,,,.,_)
where
_11 is the three dimensionalspectrumtensor for the ith velocity
component.
The prime indicatesthe pre contractionlocation
_X,/<1are the pre and post contractionwavenumbervectors.
m_ are the diagonalcomponentsof the strain tensor.
with correspondingexpressionsfor @za (KI=0), and @as (Kl: 0).
Integratingover A'= and Km produces the relationshipsbetweenthe
correspondingupstreamand downstreamone dimensionalspectra
at KI = 0 .
p, =# P,":o) ( 34)
r
and notingthatthe scaleof the ith velocitycomponentin theiUdirec-
tion.
then -T_
Ln I u,
L Ii '_i
I.
(136)
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andfor the othercomponents
L3j I u-_3
Zz_ =--I Ua__; , - --z (137)Lit _2 _I Ls, e_ uj
for an axisymmetricontractionsuchthatthen _i=_, ,_/7o/_a=_._=_7_/z
then
L,.___: /..L.. _ _ : (138)
L. i_/_l Lu .,u-a ,_-_
where
For an axisymmetricontractionit is alsotruethat
and consequently
Lz, -_,: _ Ls/ - _I= (140)
These relationshipsare all independentof the initialturbulence
field, however, for any initiallyisotropicfield Pl = vm and
Batchelors'expressionsfor F_=Ftland V=_2=F_a may be used in
Equations138 and 140. For the latter case the ratios are shown in
Figure 19.
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APPENDIXD
The Effect of Screens on Turbulence Integral Length Scales Using the
Linear Theory
As in the contraction effect, certain length scales of an isotropic
turbulence field are changed by the screen in a manner that does not
depend on the particular form of the field.
From Batchelor's formulation of the solution(43)a little manipulation
shows that
_,, (o,K:,K,) :J_'*(K,:o) @,;¢Oo<,,K,) (141)
¢..(o,_,,K,):_"_.(o,/_.,k',> (143)
(145)
¢o. ('K,,_',oo): _'¢'o, CK,,_,,o)
l,'-a-a K
where d"J'mCK,:O) = /#.a.K
@X; is the velocityspectrum tensor and
the prime denotesthe downstreamlocation
is the wave number vector
is the flow angle ratio
The coefficientsin each case being independentof _1 , and thus inte-
gration over the non zero wavenumbercomponentsproducesthe relation-
ships betweenthe one dimensionalspectravalue at zero.
P,(K,--o): J'J*¢K,:o)P,'(4",:o) (146)
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(/1,--o) =_" _ "(/_,-o) (_47)
& ('K_:o): &'(K,:o) (_5o)
and againnotingthatthe scaleof the ith velocitycomponentin the /direction
L4. a (K_-o) < (151)
then
L,, JJ'(K,-o) (_2)
Lu" Hj
Lzl a z (I53)
L_,': P2
._j,: a.__Z_" (154)• j
ZU _ a 't (155)
L,zz .,.
L,,, _ a" (156)
#
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For an initiallyisotropicfieldrP2=_andfoTaylor and Batchelor'sex-pressionsEquations 32 and 33 P:Pt and V=_:_&j may be used in
Equations 152 through 156 above. It should be noted that the other
length scale ratios are dependent in form on the initial turbulence
spectrum and general statements cannot be made about them.
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APPENDIXE
A Comparison Between Measured Honeycomb Loss Coefficients and Values
Determined Using Blasius' Formula for Turbulent Pipe Flow
The Blasius formula for turbulent flow in smooth pipes is valid for di-
ameter Reynolds Number less than 105 and greater than 3.103 . It may
be written in the form of a loss coefficient.
K _ • m
l_ .t_ a/ (157)
where R__ is the diameter Reynolds Number
is pe length to ameter rat oand _ the pi di i
The only adaptation necessary to apply this expression to a honeycomb
is to determine the velocity of the flow in the cell L_c . This may be
written as (/--_)-P ZX/oo for incompressible flow, where s is the
solidity of the honeycomb.
The measurements conducted by Paterson were made for flow speeds, using
.95cm diameter honeycomb with a length of 7.62cm. The characteristics
of this honeycomb were $_//d = 8 and s = 0.05.
The results of the comparison are shown in the table below.
LZI IX1  .25 K Kcalculated measured
16 16.8 3350 7.61 .333 .365
30 31.6 6302 8.91 .284 .295
50 52.6 10490 I0.12 .25 .26
68 71.6 14279 I0.93 .232 .255
Table 1 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Honeycomb Loss Factors
The turbulent pipe flow loss coefficient provides reasonably accurate
estimates of the zero incidence angel pressure drop coefficient for
this honeycomb. The pressure drop coefficient for this honeycomb ap-
pears to be dominated by skin friction, however, for higher solidity
honeycombs other components of the form drag, e.g., base drag, may be
important.
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APPENDIXF
The Virtual Characteristics of the Dissipative Wake in a Flow Contrac-
ti on
The contraction of the wake is approximated by a series of steps in
which alternately the wake is dissipated in a uniform flow and then
contracted instantaneously. In each of the dissipating regions the wake
can be considered to evolve as if it were generated, for each region,
by a rod of diameter (L. drag coefficient CD located at a distance X
These values will be different for each dissipative region and are thus
termed here as "virtual characteristics". In each dissipative region
the product CD_z will be invariant and will change instantaneously
across each contraction. Figure 61.
The assumption of wake characteristics obeying the Equations 64 allows
the observation that
A = U,. Cz)a (158)
at any point in the flow contraction. Thus across the first instantan-
eous contraction
by definition /I. ( ._=CA(the contraction ratio of Step I) and from,-,-iooC/"/q,
the approximate contraction theory
- _ and
A U, Cr_) _, _',) e'"' (160)
-- --_Zz2eo= _
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Figure 61 The virtualwake characteristicsin a contraction.
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and after n contractions in a length(r-r_)
eD:(r) -(cj. e, ......a.)"'j" Cp_(_) (161)
Nowletting n-->oo
Eo_(r) =_o (e,.ez a.)-_" C__(ro) (162)
= _,(r) -'/" CD_ ¢_)
where .I/(r) is the overall flow contraction ratio to the point r .
The virtual source distance varies through the dissipative region and
changes instantaneously at the contraction Figure 61.
Again from 64
= _ (163)
ALl, C/,.
which yields the relationship of the virtual source distance across the
first contraction
_a/2 (164)
x(r_)
but x(r.)= X(ro)t z_ro
and after m contractions
I
.T, &r, t Ar_
'-'z .... _n-I
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Writingin termsof the mean velocities
x(r) .v. _u.(r){'I'Ll
=-_,rr)CX_ro)*A,-o)+{-6-_.,_ r,+ (166)
"{u,., /xr., +{.u.(_)u,(,.,),_'/'_..,
__a/t "{ /d,f(r'} }s/2 dr "_ (167))((r)= l(r_XCr°_. f.
Equations162 and 167 containthe expressionsfor the virtualwake
characteristicsthat are used in Section 9.
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APPENDIXG
Simplification of the Velocity Potential Due to a Source on a Half Plane
Bowman, Senior and Uslenghi(57) present the solution for the non di-
mensional velocity potential for the hardwall case as
(_,_) 21_ _,.z#,)'/" (16a)
where
m= -+¢_(_,-_)
See Figure 46 for the geometry
For the farfield regime _I_>>I , and so
ix" _--kR>>I
Nowfrom Morse and Ingard (61), for large arguments the Hankel function
may be approximated as
[ .
• _, (170)
-m{(P"***_:+2_R)}"
Now putting
and splitting the integration in two, leads to
 I_S.°
!'z -72 (171)
,_.
Examining l" i ; note that _ax =-_Ol_l-_)_mx : Z _ _o
Therefore if it is assumed that l_ >>2_o then in the range of in-
tegration, the denominator of the integrand may be considered indepen-
aent of #_ .
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Thus "Tl =- J{R Vr2- - _R_ (172)
Evaluatingthis integralin terms of Fresnel integrals,see Equation
I03, yields
for
and for m-_ "_I =''--_ {ff#_I2_R (174)
I 1Then for m._ Vz = W _ *i @.Tin (175)
and f or m -TA_
2_R (I76)
where Iml is used in the Fresnel integrals. Now note that the sum of
these fields produces the same field as that generated by a simple
source of twice the strength
2.L.,,'_,{
i.e. ViM,ye. _m__ : _ (177)
or 4i _ -_ [..-¢' (_-_'_"_)].-Z"2 : -_R '_
which gives _ (178)= (/.i)
Substituting178 and 175 or 176 producesthe expressionfor ._
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Thisform of the velocitypotentialfor a simplesourceon a half plane
is the buildingblockfor the honeycombcornerdiffractionmodelof
SectionII.
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